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Texas Man Dies
In Wreck Here
Sunday Morning
Services for a former Murray man,
who became one of the 15 killed on
Kentucky highways during the
Thanksgiving holiday weekend, will be
Wednesday.
Kentucky State Police'say James E.
McMillen, 52, 10011 Hanunerly St.,
Houston, Tex., died of injuries
sustained in a one car accident on KY 94
east of Murray early Sunday morning.
According to state police reports, the
15 killed, during the Thanksgiving
holiday weekend raised the state's
traffic death toll to 787 for the year,
compared to 880 on the same date last
year.
State police said McMillen died after
the car he was driving left KY 94 some
9.3 miles east of Murray and overturned. State police said the accident
occurred about 2:30 a.m. Sunday but
the wreckage was not discovered until
about 3:30 p.m. Sunday. According to a
cotoner's report, McMillen sustained a

concussion in the accident.
Services are planned Wednesday at
J.H. Churchill Funeral home in
Murray. A spoke
'd McMillen, a
former alioway.Cothtfian, was in the
process of moving back to this county
after retiring from government service.
Victoria Anne Ray, 16, of Providence,
died Sunday afternoon in a two-vehicle
collision, state police said. The accident
occurred on U.S. 41A, 3 miles south of
Poole in Webster County.
in the wind and parachute in tow, the lolly Old Elf' threw candy to the
DROPPING IN FOR A VISIT — Santa Claus forsook his reindeer and sleigh
A Lexington woman died Sunday in a
delighted children.
for a quicker means of transportation Saturday as he parachuted into the
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a successful landing with his beard blowing
After
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Shopping
Bel-Air
police said Linda Gayhart, 32, was
killed in the mishap on the Mountain
Parkway, about 2 miles west of
Salyersville.
State police said Charles E. Cavins,
51, of Somerset, was killed Saturday
night when he was struck by a passing
vehicle within the Morganfield city
limits on U.S. 60.
Donnie R. Taylor, 45, of Louisville,
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GEORGETOWN, Guyana (AP)
Interstate 71 about a mile north of
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officials visited Jonestown, and Jones
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FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The time
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out of the cycle of electing a governor
of decision is nearing for former . that they are offering promises of
do" and described it as "a game. of
widespread it is."
only
generation.
every
once
campaign money.
Republican Gov. Louie Nunn, who says
political Russian roulette."
But Nunn, who was governor from
Yet,if Nunn chooses not to run, who is
Nunn has been telling them that he is
he will disclose about mid-December
Mrs. Stovall is one of the major
1987 to 1971, seems at first glance to be
available?
seriously considering a candidacy, and
whether he will become a gubernatorial
Democratic candidates for governor on
vulnerable on an issue that has come to
Not Mitch McConnell, the new Jefthat it depends on a favorable outlook at
candidate next year.
a non-administration platform.
the forefront of both national and state
ferson County judge and rising star. He
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From all indications at the moment,
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After Sending Over 900 Bodies To U.S.

U.S. Troops Leaving Guyana Today

Murray Police
Investigate
Drive-In Holdup

LegislatorsContinueWork
Despite Special Session

Almost 3 Inches
Of Rain,Falls

Herebn Weekend

WTVF To Film
At Murray High

President Appeals To Officials

today's index

An AP News Analysis

Time Nears For Nunn To Make Decision On Race

cloudy
and
colder
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Xi Alpha Phi Chapter Meets With
Dot Barrow Who Presents Program
The Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi met Tuesday,
Nov. 21, at the home # Mrs.
Dot Barrow: A pot luck meal
preceded the meeting.
Following the meal. -Mrs.
Beverly Galloway, president,
presided. Mrs. Linda Fain
called the roll and read the
minutes.
The Service Chairman, Mrs.
Linda Rogers reported that
niagazinei --Would
be
distributed
to
various
businesses in town. Mrs. Rita Burton, Ways and
Means chairman, reminded
the members of the Christmas
Parade on Dec. 2 at which
time the chapter would have a.
concession stand in front of

the Specialty Shop. POpeorn
and drinks would be sold. The
Chapter will also hate
Christmas Crafts for sale. The
members will meet on Friday,
Dec. 1, to finalize plans.
The Chapter's 'Christmas
Party will be held et Dakota
Feed and Grain on Dec. 16 at
7:00 p.m. Following the meal,
members will go to Mrs. Linda •
Rogers for a SOCI81.
The ISOM meeting will be
held on Dec. 14 at the home of
Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield.
A very interesting program
given by Dot .Barrow was
entitled "CAREERS- Each
member participated in the
discussion.
The meeting was closed in

Retired Teachers Plan
For Christmas Meeting
Margaret Porter. general
music teacher for Murray
Middle School, will present a
program of Christmas music
for Calloway County Retired
Teachers Monday, Dec. 4, at 6
p.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The dinner meeting of the
Association will feature Mrs.
Porter's
eighth
grade
students. with Mrs. Sue Spann
as accompanist.
The Calloway Retired
Teachers Association has 124
members, according to
Corinne McNutt, membership
chairman,
and
Thyra
Crawford. treasurer. Dr. Matt
Sparkman, vice president
emeritus for student affairs at
Murray State, is president of

the association.
- At the business session,
reports will be made by
Treasurer Thyra Crawford
and , 'Secretary
Mavis
McCamish.
Reservations
for
the
Christmas Dinner meeting
may be made with any of the
Telephone Committee: Virgil
Grogan, chairperson; Celia
Roberts, Hazel Tarry, Lola
Cain, Evelyn Cole, Mary Belle
Overbey, Eva Ross, Zella
Covington, Estelle Outland, Jo
Nelle Rayburn, Tennessee
Outland, and Martha Carter.
In charge of the evening
events will be Helen Bennett.
program chairperson, and
Zitelle Goheen, social cornMittee chairperson.
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el)HEALTH
Painless heart attacks
Lawrence E.Lamb.M.D.

regular form with all members standing and repeating
the closing ritual and mitzpah.
Members present were:
Mrs. Dot Barrow, Mrs. Rita
Burton, Mrs. Linda Fain, Mrs.
Beverly Galloway, Mrs.
Tncui Nesbitt, Mrs. Joretta
Randolph, Mrs. Linda Rogers,
Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield, and
Mrs. Edna Vaughn

By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Miss Diane Collins' •
and Mark Prescott
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,NOVEMBER 28,1978

What kind of' day will
tomorrow be? to find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given -for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
I Mar_ 21 to Apr.19)T
Attend to financial affairs in
the a.m., but an unexpected
issue may arise in the p.m. in
money .transactions with
others.
TAURUS
t Apr. 20 to May 20)
A close one you thought you
knew well shows an unexpected side to his or her
personality. Still, you can
accomplish much together.
GEMINI
t May 21 to June 201
Bring a fresh and dynamic
approach to your job today
and you'll find both the day
and the job energizing and
pleasurable.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
An outing to some place new
and different may lead to an
unexpected romarrttc err;
counter. Combine inspiration
and perspiration in creative
work.
LEO
t July 23 to 'Aug. 22)
Worthwile purchases can be
made today. In the p.m., you
may have the sudden urge to
rearrange the furniture or to
have people over.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 )
A friend's casual remark
could lead you to a new way of
thinking. "Others are supportive today, buy you may
surprise them with your
viewpoints.
. •

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Collins of Murray Route 5 announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only
daughter, Diane, to Mark Prescott, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Prescott of Hazel Route 1.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Allen Turner and Mr. and Mrs. James Richard
Kimbro, all of Murray Route 5.
.
Mr. Prescott is the grandson of Mrs. Coline Wells oi
Eddyville. He is presently employed at Parker Ford'Inc.,
Murray.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, Dec. 16, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Blood River Baptist Church with the Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy performing the ceremony. A reception will
follow at the home of the Rev. Norsworthy at 807 Vine Street,
Murray.
No invitations will be sent, and all relatives and friends are
invited to attend.

history of any pain or, as you
say, no sign of heart problems. I can tell you, though,
that a third of the heart
attacks that occur are painless or al least they have
caused so few symptoms
that 'a person doesn't even
recognize that anything serious has happened to him.
In your age group, you
undoubtedly do have some
changes in your arteries and
it is prudent of your doctor to
manage you along those

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
would like some information
on a blocked artery to my
heart on the left side. My
doctor found that I had a
blockage a few months ago
when I had an electrocardiogram. I've never had any
pain or sign of any heart
problem.
I am 70 years old. I am 5
. feet 5 and weigh 125 pounds.
I feel fine.
I am now taking Persantine. My blood pressure has lines. The Persantme that
been real good so far, only you are taking is an unusual
134/76. My doctor didn't say medicine in that it helps to
I should be on any strict diet increase the oxyggn supply
but just to cut out the fats to the heart muscre without
and avoid egg yolks and use increasing the circulation to
low-fat milk. I have eaten an the whole body or increasing
egg each morning as long as the work that the heart does.
I can remember and my
It's commonly used in pabreakfast isn't complete tients that need increased
without it. I wonder if I oxygen to the heart muscle,
should have one of your for example, those who have
Health Letters on what I chest pains from the heart
should and shouldn't eat. I associated with exercise.
have been tested for cholesYour very normal blood
terol and its O.K.
pressure is a good sign. I am
DEAR READER — It's also happy to hear that your
pretty hard to be certain blood cholesterol is normal.
that a person has a blocked All of these things suggest
artery on the basis or that There -Ls a limited
changes in the electrocardi- amount of steps that should
ogram alone. Sometimes the be taken in your case simply
wave patterns that doctors because of an electrocardiosee on an electrocardiogram graphic finding.
which resemble an old heart
I am sending you The
attack can be caused by Health Letter number 1-3,
other things as well.
Diet Preventing AtherosThis is always a difficult clerosis. It will provide you
problem for the doctor when some general guidelines on
such a pattern shows up in a what you can do about your
person like you, who has no diet to help prevent the
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YOU BORN TODAY are
easygoing, somewhat unconventional and willing to
break with tradition for its
own sake. Your energy comes
in fits and starts, and periods
of great productivity are
usually followed by periods of
indolence. Yet you wish to
excel and usually will make
sacrifices to succeed. .Avoid
an inclination lo magnify
small worries, and you'll go
far through a friendly approach and pleasing manner.
, Though you can succeed at
business, yo81.1 find a job
where you can use your, intellect 'more Congenially.
Teaching, writing, acting,

.
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Remember how much a dollar used to buy?
Well, those good ole dollar days are
back again (this week)at Wendy's Old
Fashioned Hamburgers. Enjoy great eating—
and great savings on our Hot'n Juicy
hamburgers. Rich and meaty Chili.
Crispy French Fries. And our cool'n
creamy
Frosty Dairy Dessert. At Wendy's—when it
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to your chest in the a.m., an
BELTONE when a hearing aid will help
-4 uneatle
0
cted monetary gait
may be yours by the p.m.
BELTONI•BELTONE•ORTOML•BELTOMI•11/1T014•131.1TOXIA
Cheek impulse-buying.
SCORPIO
) Oct. 2.3 to Nov. 21)"V rIrr
Help a_friand out in the
morning, but eccentric or
outlandish behavior on your
part could turn others off in
the evening.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21))
eir
Attend to responsibilities in
All Seats $1.25
the a.m. Later, you may want
to get away from it all. Alone,
di*
•Om,
with your own thoughts, you
gain a fresh viewpoint.
0••••••:
:
:eft
.
..•:••••••• CAPRICORN
) Dec. 22 to Jan.19)
Friends come to your rescue
today, but what looks like a
meeting of old friends has an
unexpec
ted twist in the
For Program Information, Please Call
753-3314
evening. hours.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. Itl)
CAP
Changing conditions on the
we a.sung ieria
l
ii
Toad - 7:15 Only -business front will bring out
'1,ead- 7:45,9:20
the best in you today. Be sure
Ends Th ur.liI iartlic "
to be true to your own unique
self.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 X
sh.,1164poishis Arcade GPeoren
If seeking advice, get more
than one opinion. --Circumstances may require that
OM kt; 910
ru Thur.!
. you make an immediate and
. &SRI* PUP
quick decision.
•
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buildup of fatty-cholesterb)
deposits.
Other readers who want
this issue may send 50 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it
Send your request to me in
care of this newspaper, P.O
Box 1551, Ftadio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. You
can eat a good normal
healthy diet this was' and
still avoid the excess fats.
Noting your liking for
eggs, might I suggest you
try one of the egg substitutes
that you can buy which contain no cholesterol at all, if
you still want the taste of
eggs for breakfast and want
to limit your cholesterol
intake.
Other than the general
guidelines that your doctor
has given you, as long as you
feel healthy and are able to
be active, you should continue to do so without being
too concerned over your
health.

1111111111.11111111•11111111111111111111
11111•1111111111111•1•11111
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World Wide FREE Service
'In Home Sales 8. Service
'Repairs on All Make Aids
'Batteries to Fit ALL Aids
•FEE Hearing Testing
•30 Day FREE Trial less cost of earmold
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Munda. NO% ember Z7
Tuesday, November tS
Recovery, Inc., is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Phebian Sunday School
Health Center, North 7th and Class, Opal Howard, Teacher,
Olive Streets, Murray.
of First Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m, at the home of
Hazel Baptist Church WMU Mrs. Clyde Miller, 1612
will have a mission study at Sycamore Street. •
the church at 7 p.m. with Jean
a
Richerson to teach the book.
An exhibit by the Murray
State University Art Faculty
Memorial Baptist Church will open at the Clara M.
Women will have a study of Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
the foreign mission book, Center,
Murray
State
"Brazilian Obsession," at 7 University, and will continue
p.m. Other churches are in. until Dec. 19.
vited to attend as guests.
Orson Welles' film, "Citizen
Arts and clifts class for
Kane" will be shown in the
senior citizens and, interested
International Film Festival at
adults will be at St. John's the
Murray State Student
Center, 1620 Main Street, at 7 Center Auditorium from 1:30
p.m. For transportation call to 3:30
p.m., and at 7 p.m. At
753-0929 by 3 p.m.
the latter a speaker and
Parents Anonymous is panelists will be featured.
scheduled to meet at 7:15 p.m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
at the Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main Meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Streets, Murray. For _in Center.
formation call 759-1792 or 753Murray State University
9261.
Faculty Trio, composed of
Ilumaneociety 'wtIl Meer 'Robert-Gillitie, violin, Dr.
at 7 p.m. at the Community James McKeever, piano, and.
Room, Murray Federal Neale B. Mason, violincello,
Savings and Loan, 7th and will present a concert at the
Main Streets, with Dr. C. G. Old Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Warner, Jr:, as speaker on Center,at 8:15 p.m.
"First Aid For Animals" and
refreshments to be served. All
Wednesday, November 29
Photojournalist _ Dennis
interested persons invited.
(Jolt's Audubon Wildlife Film
League of Women Voters entitled "Okefenokee, Land of
will meet at 8 p.m. on second Trembling Earth," will be
floor of.Ordway Hall, Murray shown at the Student Center
State University, with current Auditorium, Murray State
programs of the TVA and the University, at 7 p.m. This is
progress of the TV Inter- open to the public at no adLeague Council to be mission charge.
discussed. All interested
persons are invited.
Prayer Group will meet at
at 7' p.m. at Seton Center,
Unlimited
is
Singles
North 12th Street, Murray,
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
.with Bob Gillespie as speaker,
al the social hall of the First United Methodist Church. For
Rose Cutting' Classes for
information call 753-3812.
Murray-Calloway County
Book's Senior Citizens with Albert
Adult
Great
Discussion Group will meet at Parker as instructor will be at
the Calloway County Public the St. John's Center, 16,20
Main Street, Murray, from 10
Library at 7 p.m.
a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Tuesday, November 28
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
Reservations for the annual
the Woodmen of the World will
Christmas Open Houses and
meet at the home of Jean
Dinner for Dec. 2 by the
Richerson at 7 p.m.
Murray State University
Women's Society should be
Oak Grove Baptist Church
made by noon today with
WMU will meet with Clara
Patsy Miller 753-5718 or Pat
Jean Paschall at 7 p.m.
Weatherly 753-5819.
Christian
Wotnen's
Fear:1p of First Christian
Ch
will meet at the
church at 7 p.m. with Mrs. C.
C. Lowry to speak on "The
Result of An Irritation."

,

November 27, MTh

Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.

Golden Ann\iversary
Celebration Planned

Suzanne M. Keeslar, an
instructor in the Department
of Foreign Languages at
Murray State University, has
been elected vice-president of
the Kentucky chapter of the
American Association of
Teachers of French.
She will serve for two years
before becoming president of
the organization in 19210.
Miss Keeslar also edits
"The Bluegrass Bulletin," a
20-page semi-annual journal
dessirninated to all foreign
language teachers in Kentucky, and is a member of the
board of directors of the
Kentucky Council on the
Foreign
Teaching
of
Languages.

-

Buren
By Abigail Van,

Do Guys Pick
Wallflowers?

New in your
neighborhood?

lok

a

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send 111 with•long,
self-addressed, stamped 128 cents) envelope to AbCy, 132
Lasky Drive,Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Free For The Asking!

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

HEALTH INDUSTRIES
P.O. Box 653
Murray, Ky.42071

DEAR J.L.: My experts agree that homosexuals are
born set made.

write

75M53
hr fothrostien
j Of writs

-Boat-307-„MixtrayrK-Y-42071
•

Make•Furnace To Be More,
Energy-Efficient, Season

, To honor Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Gibbs of Murray Route 2,
their children and grandchildren will host a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Dec. 3, from 1:30 to 4 p.m. in the community room of the
North Branch of the Peoples Bank, 12th and ChestnutStreets,
Murray.
The couple was married on Dec. 15, 1928, in Paris, Tenn.,
by the late W. P. Erwin. Their attendants were the late J. L.
Ellison and his late Wife, the former Cornellia Lawson.
Mr. Gibbs, retired truck driver and part time farmer, is the
son of the late Jess and Jerrye Gibbs. Mrs. Gibbs was the
former Rachel Barber, daughter of Mrs. Ava Barber of the
Westview Nursing Home,and the late Herman Barber.
They have two sons, Glen B. and Dwaine Gibbs of Murray
Route 2, and one daughter, Jean Woods, South 16th Street,
Murray. One daughter, Doris Morris, is deceased.
Their six grandchildren are Mike Mqrris and Lisa Morris
Adams, Murray Route 8, Glen W., Jody, and Joanna Gibbs,
Murray Ronte 2, and Teresa Woods, South 16th Street-,
Murray. Their two great grandchildren are Shayne and
•
Stacey Morris.
Only out of town invitations will be sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend.

Adult Great Books

Diets have not worked, the "yo-yo" effect makes then:
a waste of effort leaving the dieter with the same or
more weight than before.
YOU HAVE TRIED EVERYTHING?
YOU HAVE NOT TRIED BEHAVOR IAI
MODIFICATION!
A NEW APPROACH!
A series of classes will be sponsored by HEALTH INDUSTRIES of Murray'Y

DAD'S NIGHT - The Calloway County High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held its 19th annual Dad's Night banquet on Oct. 24 at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord. Sharon Walker, chapter president, pictured center,
welcomed the special guests including Gus Robertson, Sr., left, guest soloist, and Ron
Hampton, right, accompanist. Mr. Robertson sang a variety of songs."A Special Tribute
To Our Dads" was presented by Dawn Sledd and laneen Thorn, members. The
welcome was given by Nancy Murdock, one of the senior chapter members.

Local Agent Says---

DEAR ABBY:In a recent column you said it was all right
for a girl to let a guy know she liked him and wanted to see
him again. You said it would save time, and do away with a
lot of game-playing.
My son disagrees with you. He is a flight attendant with a
Blood River .Associalio
atettertrailagt.241aight..
---trigawieliaeawwirre-Vearned"riff
"(Miratrro7
_
ward. tfeadrilowthat 11,10ffitttl 1ik tevaaffireiyat-troTut.inktriwSpring Baptist ChirchThe
Adult Great Books lately they don't ha.ve a chance because womens' libbers
atLp.m.
.
Discussion Group will meet
have made women so aggressive. •
must say that I agete with my son; Abby. When I was a
tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at
girl my mother never allowed me to call up -a- boy, and 'I
-Center- will- be open
the Callaway -COmIty-Ftiblic
always had mare-dates than -I-could -ha-ndle.
_from 10 a.m---10-4 Pin- for- —Library. -I told my son how it was in the "olden days" when I was
activities by the Murray
Mrs. JaMes Hart_ will be the
dating, and he said, "It's too bad it's not like that today. It
Senior Citizens with devotion
leader for the discussion of the
would be much more romantic."
at 10:•05 a.m., program by
book, The Dragon of Eden, by
Just thoUght you'd like to -hear about a young man who
- Calloway County Public
Carl Sagin.
prefers an old-fashirined girl.
Library at 10:30 a.m.,lunch at
MOM
noon, and band practice at 1
LEFTOVER CREAM
Here's something else you
DEAR MOM: If it works for him, fine. But my mail inp.m._
can do with leftover whipped
dicates that most men prefer women who aren't ashamed to
make the first move rather than those who use the old laidQuota Club is scheduled to... tiesure make dollops on a
back, catch-me-if-you-can technitine.-Read on:
meet at Triangle Restaurant cookie sheet covered with
at 12 noon.
waxed paper. Freeze until
DEAR ABBY: Thanks for the terrific column suggesting
firm, the repack in a freezer
how a decent woman can meet a decent man.
Murray TOPS Club will container, placing waxed
You're absolutely right about evening classes. They are
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health paper between layers. Use as
usually loaded with single guys who want to get ahead and
'Center.
garnish.
at the same time are trying to fill up some of their free time.
But your final suggestion -that girls might make the first
move if they really dig a guy -is probably the best advice
you ever gave.
You'Al be amazed at how many men are still smarting from
a rejection they received six months ago. (Most men are
reluctant to come on to a girl because they're afraid they'll
be turned down.) I know from experience that the average
man would be thrilled if a woman took the initiative and let
more
and
store
grocery
the
for
And still searching
him know she'd like to see him again.
closet space?
Thanks, Abby,for telling girls that men appreciate hones
The my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
-ty-k-Fid-fhat playing hard-to-get is passe.
answers
supply
can
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I
Your letter was just what I needed to get me in the mood
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
to start looking for a girl again. I had just about given up.
basket of gifts to delight your family.
ERIK
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
DEAR ABBY:I have a question and I don't know where to
‘called me. I hope you will, too.
find the answer. Could you ask your experts about it?
Inge King 492-8348
Is it true that many homosexuals become that way after Mary Hamilton 753-5570
/(Tewine
being seduced by older adults wffin they were young and
.....
impressionable? inn' not the only one who would like to
know.)

A LITTLE PUDGY
OVERWEIGHT-DOWNRIGHT FAT

Keestar Is
Elected As
Officer

From The Desk Of
heat. Or you can hang a
Jean W. Cloar
blanket over the doorway. In
County Extension Agent
bitter-cold weather and-or in
For Home Economics
case of a fuel cut-off or
A furnace that works harder shortage, some families
than necessary quanders both arrange to heat only a few
energy and money. There are rooms with an alternate heat
several things you can do to source.
Close
curtains
and
make it more energy-efficient.
Have the furnace checked draperies at night to keep the
by either your fuel supplier or cold out, and open them
the firm that sold and installed during the day to let in waryour heating system.- Make mth from the sun. Using
sure it's clean and in safe, closed-top cornices and
operating condition. It's best "sealing" the outer edges of
to do this before cold weather draperies against the wall
sets in, but better late than not with masking tape also helps
keep out the cold air. Some
at all.
Ask the serviceman what he lining fabrics are effective
is doing, and why. Learn insulators, too.
Further insulate windows
something about your furnace
in the process. Be sure you with plastic sheeting. Even
-Know how to turn it on and off,. storm-window protection can
and how to safely re-light the be improved by covering
.windows on the inside with 4
pilot of a gas furnace.
Clean or replace furnace ml. plastic sheeting and
filters once . a month. Dust- securing it with masking tape.
clogged filters cut.down on air This can make a big difcirculation.. When yoti buy ference on the "cold side" of
filters, lay in supply that will the house exposed to the wind.
Completely covering a
last until summer.
Locate all your heating seldom-used outside door with
vents or registers and cold-air plastic sheeting can also help.
Use plastic sheeting, as an
•0(46- Make sure they are not
temporary
blocked by carpeting, curtains efficient
or furniture. Radiators need replacement for broken or
clearance spacearound them, cracked windows.
too, for better air circulation. 'If storm doors are "loose,"
Metal jackets over radiators you, can often either readjust
make them more efficient and 'or remount the latch so that
also cut down cleaning chores. the door shuts mare snugly. If
Close heat registers in the latch needs to be replaced,
bedrooms and other rooms not you can find a new one at a
in tegular use. Keep the doors hardware store. Storm doors
to these rooms closed, and and windows that rattle in the
wind need attentioril,
make sure they fit

amount of moisture in the air.
You might consider investing
in a humidifier. Otherwise, it
helps to keep a•pot of water
boiling on the range or heating
stove.
The next two suggestions
are to make YOU more
energy-efficient:
-Wear warmer clothes
around the house. If floors are
cold, wear extra-warm socks
and slippers. If your feet are
cold, it's hard for the rest of
your body to warm up.
-Keep a warm blanket or
lap robe handy to wrap up in
when you're sitting down to
read, sew, watch TV, or just
socialize.

uncomfortable before the
house warms again.
Close your fireplace damper
once the fire is out. Otherwise,
your chinuney will siphon
furnace-heated air right out of
the house. Most closed
dampers leak some air. If you
don't use your fireplace at all,
stuff insulation around the
closed damper, or block off
the fireplace completely.
Check the humidity in your
house. When the air is too dry,
it's hard on Wood furniture,
furnishings, people's skins
and respiratory systems. It
also affects your comfort. You
feel warmer at low temperatures if there is a proper

FREE CHIMNEY INSPECTIONS
Find out for certain if your chimney or
stove is coated with dangerously flammable
creosote! This offer good in Calloway County only!

Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps
759-4878
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce
...11.1111111
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war.

-gitlheikeigigstat,g_it:37§-613
:
iirceMiesr..-X-65niruritiiT4rilegiee Fahrenheit during the
oI home-plitte "chill-chaser day. Set it 5 degrees lower at
along the bottom edge of the night or when you are gone for
ongperio&
-arfme.If you set
door can stop drafts.
You might find it useful to .it lower than_ that, .it_ takes
install doors elsewhere bet- extra ..heat to warm up all the
ween rooms to help conserve surfaces and -furnishings
again. So you don't really-save
any ener _and Nut be right..
11-9-78
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Hollingsworth, Baby Boy
( Anne), Rt. 5 Paris, Tenn.,
Pace Baby Boy ( Cathy), Rt, 8
Circle Dr. Benton, Webb,
Baby Boy (Sherry), 306 N.
Porter Paris, Tenn;.
r DISMISSALS
gilica D. Long, 805 S. 4th
Murray, Leslie J. Douglas,Rt.
3 Murray, Mrs. Willouise
Outland, Rt. 4 Bx. 105 A
Murray, Tina L. Bogard, Rt. 3
Bx. 387 Murray, Raymond C.
Lafser, 1704 Plainview Dr.
Murray, Mrs. Nellie R.
Garland, 1603 Parklane
Murray, Donald S. Houston,
1003 Johnny Robertson Rd.
Murray, Mrs. Lisa Adams,Rt.
8 Bx. 28 Murray, Mrs.
Kathleen Y. Spencer, 712
Powell St. Paris, Tenn., Tracy
F. Gallimore, Rt. 5 Murray,
Hugh B. Wallace, Rt. 8 Bx. 65
Murray, Bonnie L. Bear, Rt. 5
Bx. 371 Murray, Mrs. Judy M.
Sutton, P. 0. Bx. 877 Paris,
Tenn., Fred H. Taylor, 1922
Red Oak Dr. Paris, Tenn.,
Arthur 'Hanson, Rt. 2 Big
Sandy; Tenn., Meg. Mary J.
Parker, Rt. 1 Bx. 91 Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Audrey L. Moore,
Rt. 4 Murray,' Mrs. Jewel H..
Outlapd, Rt. 8 Bs. 1095
Murray, Dalton D. Parker,108
N. 10th Murray, Herbert P.
Shepard, 1309 Poplar Murray.
Pork Inspection
By law, all pork must he in
spected for wholesomeness before it can be sold to consh
mers. Both the hog and the
carcass are examined by spe
cially_ trained and esEerisaspsd___.
government inspectors, accord. i to the N.glopecLi_vjga,
ilioard

_
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FREE

Family Group Portrait
4
1
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11 X

in Living Color
,

• Highest of Quality
• Full Selection of Proofs
_
UNITS: '
6 One per family
•_ Family Groups

41,
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, _
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Pick up your FREE coupon
Compliments of:

Lad & Lassie
Minnens
The Hair House
Beluty Box
Sugar & Spice Boutique

Clothes Closet
Needlewoman Fabrics
for-Mae Fashions
Toy Box
Sue-Z-Q's

Studio Location:

'

Holiday Inn

,

Photo Dated:

4.

Sat. Dec. 2nd
Studio Hours:

--:,-.....t.iv-a---
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

'The Rev. C. E. Ward, pastor of St,
John's Baptist Church, will be speaker
tlhe cortimunifY -Thaatsgrving sir;
vices on Nov. 27 a17:30 p.m. at the Firs‘
Christian Church.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ethel
Camp, Lois Mansfield, Mrs. Dora
Mansfield, Roy T. Story, and Lonnie
Robinson.
The Murray Optimist Club will
sponsor its annual Christmas Tree Sale
on the vacant lot next to ?reed Cotharn
on Chestnut Street.
. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Parks announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Ruby
Carolyn, to James Ralph Hargrove, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James Rayburn
Hargrove.
Tony Allen Rayburn, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Rayburn, has been named as
"Cadet of the Week" at Murray State
University.
Quarterback Larry Tillman of
Murray State University has been
tabbed as Ohio Valley Conference offensive football Rlayer of the week.

The Word'For TV
These Days Is 'Bad'
1,, Is the American television
fact a message. A warning.
-•pubhc being systematically ripWe wonder what is happening
ped off?
to America's most effective
Did commercial television in 'communications medium when
'America reach an all time low
we are given sexist Charlie's
when CBS-TV rendered its fourAngels, benign Starsky and
part eight-hour series called
Hutch, implausible David
The Word last week?
Cassidy private detective. And
CBS promoted The Word as a
now The Word.
religious "shouldn't miss"
While we get these programs
.novel for television. But we are
a Congressional subcommittee
, left wondering if Irwin Shaw,
in Washington is putting
.who authored the book, entogether a revision of the 1934
visioned David Janssen flounCommunications Act that
"
•
•
through sometimes smutty and
public television - (PBS) is
titillating screen version of his
financed.
'book? We think nett.
However, there is a more
Dos
smelt- of comprofound issue here than CBS
mercial network pressure? Do
the networks sense the new
airing of The Word. We wonder
trend in TV viewing and
if this movie isn't the last word
moving to strong arm public
.in television indiscretion. We
broadcasting with big dollars?
-believe it is time America's TV
:viewing public told the netWe suggest Congress would
better serve its TV watching
works,"We've had enough!"
constituents, young and old, by
It is our position that big
directing the FCC to clean its
spending and hotly competitive
house, tighten controls on what
;television networks are going to
goes on the airwaves.
!go as far as we let them on the
We believe the FCC should be
way to higher ratings. We
more scrutinous about what our
suggest the FCC is looking the
'other
way
instead
of commercial networks throw at
monitoring the standards of us in the quest for Neilsen
Ratings.
commercial television.
It is becoming all to clear
A recent national study
reported that more Americans that commercial network
than ever before — 45 million
executives • have lost sight of
:families — now tune in public their responsibilities - to the
American viewing public. television as an" alternative to
Isn't it time we told the net'commercial network programworks: -We've had enough!"
ming.
If we don't then who will?
We believe this trend is in
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Inside Report

The opening day burley tobacco price
average soared to an all-time high of
$65.77 per 100 pounds as buyers bid
heavily for all•classes and grades.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Vennie
Suiter, 86, and Herr:tan-Ft caddie M.
- Work has been completed on the
culvert on North Fourth Street;
however some sidewalks, curbs, and
repaving are yet to be completed.
Open house was held Nov. 25 at the
dairy farm of Mr.and Mrs. Dan Shipley
as a part of the observance of National
Farm-City Week.
Dr. W. Frank Steely spoke on
"International Relations" at the
meeting of the Lynn Grove High School
Parent-Teacher Association.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "A
Certain Smile" starring Rossano
Brazzi, Joan Fontaine, and Johnny
Mathes.

By lin% land E‘an,and Hobert No.ak

Feeding Soviet Spies
WASHINGTON - Official suspicion
is rising that Soviet KGB (intelligence)
agents are surreptitiously using the
Freedom of Information Act to pry
secrets out of the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA), a development causing
deep consternation in the intelligence
community and among friendly foreign
intelligence services that "cooperate
with the U.S.
-Originally passed in 1 967 and
strengthened-in 11175,_the_act invites
anyone, not just citizens or resident
aliens, to poke around the inner
recesses of the CIA for "information"
that is not classified as "national
defense or foreign policy" secrets. But
the expanding volume of requests has
now reached the point that, as one intelligence operative told us. "mittakes
are unavoidable under the act and
sometimes secret stuff gets cleared."
The CIA alone has consumed 109
man-years of work meeting the insatiable demand, now coming in at a
rate of 85 requests per week with a 10day response deadline. Knowing in
each case what, is "security" information and what is not demands a
high degree of experience.
Adding to the problem is the'herden it
is putting on friendly intelligence
services abroad - and on U.S.
businessmen who cooperate with the
CIA. Concern over their exposure under
tel4fls oTTIVIct_Wrasticaars&-„egii_
IMc—
oope
-Fition..
Now in works is a major effort to
close this loophole by a change in the
law. One modest change, though far
from satisfactory to the CIA, would
kilo* the tatiguage OT aitther new fa w
- Privacy Act - and limit requests
under the Freedom of Information Act
to U.S. citizens and resident aliens.
•
Civil Defense Battle
White House political aides are
blocking the appointment of Dr. Wesley
Posvar, 52, the chancellor of the
University of Pittsburgh,to run thelieiv
civil defense program.
Despite Pentagon and other official
support for Posvar, a West Point
graduate and Rhodes scholar who took
his Ph.D. at Oxford, Jimmy Carter's
political aides want the job to go to a
partisan Democrat with political ties to
the president. The growing list now
includes one ex-governor - Mike
O'CalLsghan of Nevada - and one
larneduck governor,-Michael Dukakis
of Massachusetts. Another contender is
William R. Wilcox, former aide to
Pennsylvania Gov. Milton Shapp and
now head of the Federal Disaster
Assistance Administration which will
be wrapped into the new Federal
Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) along with civil defense.
Posvar's credentials include the quiet
support of Paul Nitze, a frequent critic
of Carter on strategic defense questions
and one of the -prime movers for a
serious civil defense program. Posy ar's
Oxford classmates included CIA

Director Stansfieid Turner and Gen.
equipped at this time for nuclear
Bernard Rogers, the Army chief•of
delivery).
staff.
As long as the planes stay under
Carter, who has not yet been brought
cover, U.S. efforts at positive ideninto the fight over who should run the
tification of the MIGs will probably be
new civil defense program, wants a
frustrated. But Carter will insist on
strong hand at the helm to dispel liberal
getting that information to determine
Democratic attacks that his $1.75
whether the presence of the M1G-23s in
billion civil defense program
Cuba violates the Soviet 1962 pledge not
farce
aimed only at appeasing critics of the
to send Cuba "offensive" weapons.
expected new strategic arms limitation
treaty (SALT),
_
The Murray State College Thorough-2
'
In point of fact, Carter personallY
breds
beat Western State College 34 to 7
tete"
opt
telephoned Bardyl Tirana, the Defense
Ina football game at Bowling Green to
Department official mainly responsible
give Coach Fred Faurot's Murray team
for the new Program, on May 8, 1977, to
tie for the Ohio Valley Conference for
ask for immediate studies of the imthe year. mensely expensive Soviet program and
Deaths reported include Jesse
for a U.S. response. That was long
Grubbs, 83.
before he had given thought to lining up
The Rev. W.S. Evans of Paris, Tenn.,
support for,a new SALT treaty.
will speak at the quarterly conference
Those MIG-23's
at the Russell's Chapel Methodist
Ever since the angry, surprised
Church.
reaction in the White House over
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
revelations of Soviet M1G-23 attack
and Mrs. Beauton Fitts on Nov. 23.
bombers in Cuba, the aircraft have
Miss Lillian Hollowell, teacher of
been kept "under cover" to avoid their
English at Murray State College, is
being photographed by high flying U.S.
IT
attending the meeting of the National
surveillance .spy planes.
Council of Teachers of English at
Carter ordered the surveillance about
Chicago,
Ill. .
10 days ago to double-check Pentagon
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
findings that the M1G-23s new in Fidel
"That Hagen Girl" starring Shirley
Castro's Cuban air force-are similar to
Temple and Ronald Reagan.
the type deployed in the Warsaw Pact
arsenal as front-lie Soviet nuclear-tb,Nlye;
_,..,-i, (_
,....... _____ ___„........
-..,............ -s !7- -Aunt:ono.'
ce in that the Cuban planes are, ‘
*indeed, the "dual-capable" type that
-can be-- 5-"-wired" for earfying
Peeial-Sess
bombs (although no accusation has
iOn
been made here that the planes are
_
•
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Heartline is a service for senior
HEARTLINE: I am 61 years old. My
eloaarswed.dlorn
citizens. Its purpose
answer
ncciit plan:retire
d isc63:fy
questions and solve problems- fast. If
for several
ban
ow I cannot draw
yhu have a question or a problem not
Social Security benefits on his record
airswered in these columns, write
until he retires. I worked several years
Heartline, 114 East Daytos Street, West
when I was younger and a few more
Alexandria., Ohio 45381. You will
during the war. However,,,,I have no
receive a prompt reply, but you -must
idea how much I have paid into Social
--tartutte-ir-stainplilrear
, veloPeus1uIB
re es
. o
you please tell
pillared in this column.
. me how to find our - 1.M. •
If you would like to learn -how much
-has been paid to Social Security on your
HEARILLNE: lam a farmer, retired
account and the number of quarters you
and drawing Social Security. Would the
have earned, we can send you the Form
land that I rent out be considered under
OAR-7004 "Request for Statement of
the Social Security earnings test and
Earnings." You simply fill but this selfdeducted from my benefits? Also, if I
addresse
d post card and mail it. You
satd my she, would any money I
will receive this Information from the
• FRANKFORT - The last thing any
received by considered as earned inalso be popular with the public. The last
_Social. Security Administration in
governor wants is a special session of
came and reduce my Social Security
legislature increased these fines by a
Baltimore.
the General Assembly just before a
bereft? - J.F,
Dear Editor:
flat $15 in an effort to continue to
To receive this card please send 25
.guiv.rnatoririfilation year.
Rent from land you rent out would not
fribie Nov. II issue of your paper
support local police officers after
cents to cover postage and handling, to
Gov. Julian Carroll is no exception, if
beconsidered under the Social Security
Lowell Atchley wrote an article entitled
federal funds for this purpose were
Heartline-OAR, 114 East Dayton St.,
you've been reading the news out of
earnings test as long as you do no
"Last Surviving Voter of 1978."
withdrawn.
West Alexandria, Ohio, 45381. Please
Frankfort.
physical labor in the upkeep or farming
In paragraph three of the column he
Certainly the county judgeallow two to three weeks for delivery.
A legislative session provides the
of the land. Any money received from
wrote, ". . .he brow is furrowed as he
executives, or most of them, are for the
HEARTLINE: I am 47 and was.
perfect platform for legislators seeking
the sale of sheep would be questioned
sorts his brains for some recollections..
counties getting more money from the
recently retired on disability from the
statewide offices. It also is the perfect
." (emphasis supplied). What kind of
by Social Security. They would
state inee the local courts were
company where I worked for the last 18
platform for critics of the present
determine whether the sheep were
sense does this statement make?
abolished by the 1976 constitutional
years. Since I was found disabled by the
administration
raised for wool or for sale.if raised for
On reflection, though, it makes about
to
vent their
amendment, cutting off a source of
company, would I also be eligible for
dissatisfaction.
wnol the sheep would not be considered
as much sense as the entire column revenue for them.
Social Security disability benefits' This being the case, a special session
under the earnings test because the
and the column itself makes about as
The danger in the special session is
G.B.
at this time harbors opportunity for,
person selling the sheep would" no
much sense as have many of his
that these tax cuts will be made without
The fact that you meet yourlsommistakes to be made.
prevrous
longer receive money for wool the
a method to reduce state government
pany'a disability requirements does not
U. Gov. Thelma Stovall has stolen
sheep produced. If raised for but:
Hue! E. Stalls, Sr.
expenditures to.. offset them. Several
necessarily mean that you will be found
the thunder and the platform of many of
chering purposes, they would be sold at
407 North Fifth St.
legislators have argued there is enough 4
disabled for Social Security. The Social
her announced opponents In next year's
the standard market price and would be
Murray, Ky.
fat in the budget to take care of these
;t
Security disability law and the rules
primary for
(EDITOR'S NOTE: The writer of
considered under the earnings test.
the
Democratic
cuts. Bills were introduced in the 1976
your company uses may be different.
nomination for governor.
Atchley's Angle says the error Mr.
However.Sociai Security would have to
and the 1978 legislative session to
However, to find out, you should file an
Tax cutting is a popular subject now.
Stalls mentions was not grammatical,
make this determination based on facts
remove the sales tax from home utility
application with Social Security. The
Her six proposals all appeal to people
bet rather an error he made in tranyou can give them.
bills, but they failed. This is one of the
report of any examination you unwho want their taxes cut and to cut
scribing the column from handwritten
REARTLINE: I will be retiring in
main questions Mrs. Stovall has inderwent in establishing disability for
inflation where possible.
notes. He said he simply overlooked the
about seven years with years in both
cluded_
.her call for the special
your company's retirement will be
It is going to be exceedingly difficult
Civil Service and Social Security. I
error when proofreading the final copy
session.
considered in determining whether you
for any legislator who is seeking reof his column. Regardless of the reason,
have started giving my attention to
are eligible under the Social Security
election to vote 'against taking the five
rulings and requirements for these two
the error did creep into our so/umos
Harry Caudill, author of Night Comes
program.
per cent state sales tax off utility bills.
benefits and like to keep up with all new
and we appreciate Mr. Stalls taking the
to the Cumberlands, has been
Inflation has made all citizens awsre of
time to point it out.)
changes. I have been hearing rumors
HEARTLINE: I have always worked
proposing of.late that a severance tax
taxes, especially on utility bills that
thift Civil Service and Social Security
under Civil Service and my husband
should be levied on oil and gas produced
have increased almost annually since
wift soon be combining for retirement
Murray -Ledger & Times
in Kentucky. Most of it goes out of state.
works under Social Security. When he
1970. bediefit purposes Have you • heard
retires, will I be eligible for Social
Most
of the natural gas Kentucky home
Redding
,
Calif.
A
worhan who was
Purdi‘her
Mrs. Stovall says her cuts will
ankhing about this?
•Waiter I. Apperson
Security wife's benefits" - T.P.
owners consume comes from 1.0tliSiana
pronounced dead but then gasped for
Cditor
tt (.err MeCutcheon
amount to about $73 million per year in
Yes. we have. Under H.R. 9W the
The Murray lodger & Times is published ,
Under the new Social Security rulings
and Texas while gas produced in
breath on a slab in the county morgue
e)1(ry afternoon except Sundays. 3441) 4. Chrutt
general revenue income to the state. On
Seiretary of Health, Education and
-kentucky is shipped to Eastern
put into effect in December 1977, a
more than an hour later was reported
rnas laity. New Year's Day and Thanksgivutg by
the other hand, Gov. carton says it will
Wklfare is required to undertake a
%lurra) NewswertInc. 10.1 N 4th St.
wife's governmental (.frderal, state or,
seaboard states and Pennsylvania.
nearly fully recovered Wednesday at
Murray. Ky 42071 Second (1ass Postage Paid at
cost much more. No one really knows at
stlidy and report on mandatory
local) retirement pension will reduce
These issues included in the call are
Shasta General Hospital.
Murray.K y 42071
this time.
coverage of employees of federal, state
SUBSCRIPTION RATRS,,,In areas served by
the amount of Social Security wife's
items that put Gov. Carroll, in a very
The woman, Ginger Regus, 38, was
arriers, $2 75 per month pitiable In advance
Reduction of moving traffic fines will
and local governments_ This study will
benefits by the amount of the governvulnerable position. How can he oppose
found April 5, lying in a field. Shasta
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. liar.
examine the feasibility and desirability
In Mayfield, Sedalta and a'armInIttm. Kr . and
mental pension. This provision goes
these
tax reductions?
County
Coroner
Joe Kohn said it took
Parts, Buehaltan and Puryear, Th .
of coverage of these employees and will
NI per
into effect in January 1978, but it will
There have beep some suggestions
him 18 or 19 minutes to reach the scene
year By mad t& Alter destiruitions 115 00 per
inelude alternative methods of
veil!
not affect those spouses already%
that•a tax on oil and gas can offset some
He and several other persons examined
Member of Ave.< tate41;eas kern u4
Ptess
coverage and an analysis, under each
receiving their Social akeurity wife's
of the proposed tax reductions.
Asso( tattoo and Southern Newspaper Publahers
her, he_ said, but found no pulse,
alternative, of the structural changes
Where thou diest, will I die, and there
Associatton
benefits and their governmental
However, this subject was not in the
respiration or other sign of life.
tie A.v.ociated Press is eielusivel) entitled
which woad be required in retiremeet
will
1 he buried: the Lord do so to me,
pension. Also, it will not affect those
call, but the call can be amended by the
republish local news arupnated by The Muera)
About 45 minutes later. while being
systems and the impact on retirement
and More also, if aught but death part
I ,edger & TIRO'S ax well AS SU other At.DrWs
eligible for a governmental pension
governor to include that. Or, if he goes
'examined at the morgue, she gasped
THi El'HONE NUMBERS
syitem benefits and contributions for
thee and me. - Ruth 1:17.
within a 5-year period beginning with• for
out of state again, Mrs. Stovall
Iffirr
7si
breath
.
Cardiopulnionary
can
affected individuals. Mis report will be_
This is Ruth waking to Newel,het
the coonth-ol-anactrauet
reousetta
t-ion-rer
otherrapptiedand
sfitrIres
7t:t•e;
Disellrk
k
aluest.:
Ek
'
in‘de lo the president and Congiess by
,
litot
hei;trila;V.
She
also
•
pledges
wonp
her
Whatever ha
sidy_111,a4j61414,,s,
•A, •
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That's what we are concentrating on the next two
weeks or so," Gottfried said.
"All my assistants are out
We're
now
recruiting
trna---fflY-- after- defensive.
personnel."

Tillman of
y has been
ference ofthe week.

Murray's Ohio Valley
Conference mark was 1-5, but
it wasoutscored only 141-123litleague play. Overall, the
Racers' 237 points were one
better than their opponents'
total.
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By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Once in a generation an
athletic talent will emerge
which automatically appears
destined for certain super
stardom.
Such a talent is 16-year-old
Pam Shriver, the stringy, 6foot prodigy from Lutherville,
Md.;already being spoken of
in the same tones with such
tennis immortals 'as Helen
Wills, Maureen "Little Mo"
Connally and Chris Evert.
However, the man who took
her as a gawky 9-year-old all arms, legs and determination - and, molded her
Oto a fluid, artistic racquet-

*

swinging machine, urges
caution in too hasty a
judgment.
,
"Remember, she is only 16
and hasn't even finished high
school," says Australian Don
Candy, Pam's court tutor.
-She is carrying a heavy load.
She now will -be playing the
best players and be expected
to beat them. Who needs that
kind of pressure?
"The next six months will
tell the story - she can
emerge as perhaps the
greatest woman player of alltime or turn into just another
good young player on the tour.
"Personally, 1 am very
optimistic. I think if we give
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Today
Murray State men's basketball vs Tennessee Wesleyan;
7:30 p.m., University Fieldhouse; general admission, $3
and $2.
Calloway County girls basketball (2-0) vs St. Mary;
Jeffrey Gymnasium; preliminary, r p.m.

Trigg Co.'s Alexander
Signs With Murray State

Standings

Majestic House
Pizza
Steak •
a.m. to Midnight

N. 12th

Ky. Lake League
Men's Monday Night

759-1114

Mon.-Sat. 11:00
Sunday 11:00 - 10:00
Get Ready For Our New Specials Now ThroughliDec. 26

PIZZAS
Small
Reg. Price
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yards and five touchdowns.
Two other Racers in the
secondary -Jerry Powe4rid
Lindsey Hudspeth
return tO the offensive unit,
Gottfried says. "We're not
certain yet. It partly depends
on how successful we'are in
recruiting in that area.
Powell, a native of Mansfield, Obio, began the year at
quarterback but was moved to
defense early in the season.
He led the team in interceptions with three and
blocked four passes.•
Hudspeth gained 81 yards at
tailback behind Johnson
before he was inserted at
safety.- Re ranked
final-season statistics with
tackles and two interceptions.

Shtrvr definitiliT-Was the —11--1.°3
" -after losing
their
chance
to
brightest new face of the 1978 opener., blew a
Cotton
Dame's
become
Notre
sports year, succeeding to the
they
role shared in 1977 by-jockey Bowl opponent when
Texas Tech 22upset
by
were
Steve Cauthen, golf's Nancy
Lopez and. tennis' John
Bowling
McEnroe and Tracy Austin.

judgeare for the
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urts were
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• me utility
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II has ine special

will be sophomores.
-Those figures concern me
a great deal," says Gottfried.
"We need some guys that
come right In and be of help to
us."
But he stresses that he and
his staff will be particular in
their selection of juniorcollege people."We won't sign
players just because they are
in junior college. Our freshman this year did a good job
with no experience."
Two ,did, in particular.
Defensive back Glen Jones
was chosen second-team allOVC, and wide receiver Greg
King was an honorable
mention. King finished
seventh in the league in
receptions with „33 for 498

21. They will, however, get a Southwest Conference title
HERSCHEL NISSENSON
with a victory or tie against 2-8
second chance.
AP Sports Writer
Rice
next week.
the
clinch
Thursday
Houston
could
Penn State, 11-0, still rules
Murray State women's basketball (1-1) vs East Tenthe world of college football.
nessee; Johnson City, Tenn.
But there are five once-beaten
Calloway County girls basketball vs-Fulton City; Jefnational
championship
frey Gymnasium.
pretender; chomping, hoping
Murray High Tiger football banquet; Colonial House
- praying?-that the Nittany
Smorgasbord, 6:30 p.m.; public invited; featured
Lions come up sour- in the
speaker: Murray State football coach Mike Gottfried.
Sugar Bowl.
Charles Alexander, a 5-10, but was also a potent threat on
. Top-rated Penn State came
ran back
Friday
from behind with 10 points in 175-pound wide receiver from kickoff returns. He
including
touchdowns,
for
four
Trigg
County
High
School,
has
the final 5:02 Friday and beat
Murriry High boys vs Tilghman; home, preliminary,6
No.15 Pittsburgh 17-10. signed an athletic grant-in-aid a 95-yarder. ,
p.m.
Alexander is the defending
her six months shevill spread Runnerup Alabama and to play for Murray State in
Calloway County boys vs Baltard Memorial, LaCenter,
the
champion
in
her wings and fly."
fourth-ranked Oklahoma were 1979, the MSU football,office Class, A state
Ky.
100-yard dash and was the
How high'and how far 'will idle over the weekend - the has announced.
runnerup in the 220.
the willowy. Maryland girl Orange Bowlbound Sooners
SaturdaY -yards
totaled
648
Alexander
He played football at Trigg , Murray State men vs Kansas, Lawrence,Kan.
soar?
have completed a I0-1 regular
receptions
and
rushes
Danny
pass
coach
under first-year
"I don't know," Candy season - while third-ranked in
Murray State women vs Louisville at Louisville.
acknowledged-during a bash Southern California, No.6 this season for the Wildcats, Maxberry.
in New York last week at Michigan and 10thranked
which Tennis Magazine Clemson were winners.
deollolleilletioNwseeswo•lionornollielloseal•femoliono••11,111611,11611401101Boilloliellolle011•alsaliegemellog
honored Pam as the sport's
Meanwhile, eighth-ranked
•
1978 Rookie of the Year. -Is Notre Dame's defending
•
she is as good as Mo Connolly champions, who had been
U
•
was at 16? Is she as good as creeping up steadily in The
•
Evert was at
Associated Press ratings since
_ the same stage?
•"In my mind,she has all the dropping their first two starts,
u
physical assets. She has the bowed to Rose Bowl-bound
Southern
Cal
27-25
on
Frank
athleticism of Margaret
•
Court, another tall girl -whci Jordan's 37-yard field goal
•
was very deceptive in her with two seconds left.
Elsewhere, Michigan made
mobility.. She, shows the
tglenUess ground- _.:417; t41_ the Roak Rawl for the.
year in-s-rawAtsfeltlig.-stroking- • rrwer-hf-iVed Ohio State 14-3
-and the mental- tOuifiness of `16thrai
while Clemsorrs Atlantic
- Evert and Billie Jean King.
„set she hana,t, well tested Coast • Conference champs
completely under the kind of closed out a 104. regular
continuing heat that's ahead season, their best since 1948,
in-the-coming-year To-eotiteto----t49-4-4cmg-hUuth -Carthina 41New Yore' for the rookie
award, she had to take a test
Besides Notre Dame, fifin the morning, rush back and thrankedil Houston
also
take another in the afternoon.
dropped out of the national
"That's why I say the next • championship picture. The
six months are so important. Cougars, who had won eight in

Murray State football coaches are currently recruiting for replacements of Racer seniors, but a
threesome they won't lose are Glen Jones (49), Lindsey Hudspeth (22) and Bud Foster (43).
Jones, a second-team all Ohio Valley Conference selection, is just a freshman, while Hudspeth
and Foster are sophomores. All three are defensive backs.
,Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

,0

de Jesse

Defensively, Murray ranked hard is the kicking game.
sixth, ahead of Middle Ten- Senior Wes F,urgerson, a fournessee. It allowed 341 total year starter who averaged 37
yards a game, including over yards a punt this season, must
200 a contest through the air.
-be replaced:Four Murray players The success of Racer placeDanny Lee Johnson, David kickers was less than
Thomas, Dan Hutchinson and desireable this season.
Bruce Martin -- made the all- Murray missed five of 27
OVC first team. The latter extra-point kicks and was
three are seniors, however, good on just four of nine fieldwhich makes their positions goal tries. "We feel like we
ones that must be filled.
have some good kickers on our
Backup to Thomas at tight team now," says Gottfried.
end this Season was Kris "Of course, we'll keep an eye
Robbins, and Gottfried has no out for kickers while
worries about him. "Kris is a recruiting, and we plan to sign
fine athlete. We should be set both a punter and a placethere." But one void Gottfried kicer."
points to is that Of---deetialtre
Though any junior-college
tackle - manned by Martin players that come to Murray
this year.
will have experience on their
The 6-4, 235-pounder from side, Gottfried feels another
Owensboro finished second in characteristic
upof
the league in tackles and perclassmen - maturity-=.--iitassists with 80 and 38,'just as important. Only 10
respectively.
players on the current squad
An area that Gottfried and will be juniors or seniors next
his staff will hit especially year. The remaining 40 or so

Tuesday
Calloway County boys basketball(H) vs Farmington;
Farmington,Ky.
Murray High boys basketball (0-0) vs Trigg -County
Cadiz,Ky.; preliminary,6 p.m.

• :tre is "A
: Rossano
nd Johnny

e Thorough-r
°liege 34 to 7
ng Green to
urray team
erence for

By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
With football season nearing
its end, coaches must evaluate
the year and decide in which
direction their recruiting trail
should take.
Murray State's Mike Gottfried, after a 4-7 mark in his
initial outing as head coach
with the Racers, leaves on a
recruiting trip today with a
specific purpose in mind Junior college players.
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Nevada-Las Vegas Edges Stetson

Ze

Top-Ranked Duke Belts WKU
By KEN RAPPOPORT- .
AP Sports Writer
You really have to hand it to
Duke's Jim Spanarkel...for
the way he hands it to his
teammates.
The gadfly of the nation's
top-ranked team was in top
form Saturday night, helping
the Blue Devils get their
season off on the right foot
with a 78-53 rout of Western
Kentucky,
"Spanarkel's like that — he
gets in a tough situation and
takes over," said Duke Coach
Bill Foster tfter watching his
outstanding senior guard pile
up eight assists, not to mention 25 points.

first two games, to Pepperchne and Texas A&M,
before finally winning one, an
86-65 decision over Penn State
Sunday night behind Ray
Tolbert's 14 points.
The championship was later
decided when 12th-ranked
North Carolina State upset
fourth-ranked Louisville 72-66
behind Kendall Pinder and
Clyde Austin. Pinder and
Austin -finished with IS points
each. Louisville's Bobby
Turner led all scorers with 17
points. •
In other Sea Wolf consolation games, Texas A&M
blasted
host
AlaskaAnchorage 100-70 as Vernon
Smith scored 28 points and
Pepperdine held off Lamar 7574 as Ricardo Brown and 011ie
idatsoneadiscored %point&

Spanarkel was at his
sparkling best late in the first
halt when he scored 10 points
and assisted on three baskets
as Duke outscored the
Bill Cartwright's 36 points
Hilltoppers 18-8 in the final
, and 14 rebounds led No. 17 San
seven minutes before in- FrancNco to an easy 91-68
victory over UC-Santa Bartermission.
Second-ranked UCLA rolled bara. The 7-1 senior center
past DePaul 108-85. The made 13 of his 19 floor atBruins rallied from an 11-point tempts and all 10 of his free
deficit in the first half to win throw shots. Doug Jemi.son
it, spearheaded by Dlivid added 18 points and eight
rebounds for the Dons.
Greenwood's 22 points.
Three other of the nation's
Nevada-Las Vegas, the
Top Twenty teams were en- nation's No. 20 team, beat
tered in the Sea Wolf Classic in surprisingly tough Stetson 84Anchorage, Alaska, over the 83 on Tony Smith's 15-foot
weekend — and one in par- jump shot with 12 seconds left.
ticular did not do very well.
Alabama,the nation's No. 19
Tenthranked Indiana lost its team, was unable to make it to

the finals of the Joe Lapchick Saturday night.
Memorial Tournament in New
Host St. John's won the
York. The Crimson Tide,was tourney for the fourth straight
upset by Wagner in first-round year with a 108-91 victory over
action Friday night before Wagner behind Rudy Wright's
beating American University 22 points and 20 more tom
110-87 in a consolation game Ron Plair.

By the Associattici Press
Sometimes it just takes
awhile to get going.
After playing 20 night
games, the Washington
Bullets found themselves with
an afternoon game against the
golden State Warriors Sulk_
day. The daylight didn't help
their shooting eyes any.
"This was our first afternoon game of the season
and I just wasn't ready to
play," confessed Washington
guard Kevin-Grevey.
Grevey and the other
Bullets backcourtmen l roinbined to shoot ;-for-22 in the
first half. But Golden State
couldn't fully capitalize on the
situation and led just 49-44 at
the half.
In the second half, the
Bullets warmed up to pos2
their seventh consecutive
National
Basketball

Association victory, 110-102.
Rockets 108,Sonics 103
Houston outscored Seattle
16-1 in the final five minutes of
the third period to open an 8775 lead and then held off the
Sonics in the fourth quarter.
Moses- -Malone, who -toppedthe Rockets witn30 points and
22 rebounds.
Pacers 114, Bucks 112
Indiana posted only its
second victory- in the last 11
starts as guard Johnny Davis
scored 35 points and center
James Edwardshad 26. Ricky
Sobers' layuix with 24 seconds
left puttIndia-Mi ahead 113-110
and , after Brian Winters
scored for Milwaukee, Sobers
hit a free throw with three
Junior
left.
seconds
Bridgeman missed a 15-footer
at the buzzer that would have
tied it for the Bucks.
Suns 125, Bulls 109

Phoenix posted its fifth
straight victory to raise its
record to 164, the best start in
the franchise's 11-year
history. The Suns shot 58
percent from the field and had
seven players in double
•4igures-lad-.by• Alvan Adams
with 22 points.
Chicago
center Artis
Gilmore topped all scorers
with 33 points.
Clippers 105,Celtics 103
• Randy Smith scored San
Diego's last six points, including a 20-foot jumper with
two seconds left, as the
Clippers edged the Celtics.
Smith had 22 points and backcourtmate Lloyd Free scored
28.
Boston's Chris Ford, who
led the Celtics with 22 points,
missed on an 18-foot jumper at
the buzzer that would have
tied the game.

ELEGANT BOOKSHELF SPEAKER
A GREAT GIFT IDEA AT 40 OFF

Boots Donnelly Replaces Hurt At Middle Tenn.

leddle

,

The Smoke Shoppe
wThiort-h---,th
Featuring
Namebrand Pipes
Tobaccos
Imported Cigars
and Accessories
Also Gift Items

Donnelly resigned his job
last Wednesday as coach at
Austin Peay, Robert Riggs,
president of the Clarksville,
Tenn., school, said.
We hate to lose Boots,"
Riggs said. We feel like he's
doffe a good job here." The
coach had a one-year contract
.through Jan: 1, Riggs. said. ,
• Donnelly, who played on
Middle Tennessee's OVC
charnp teams in 1964
and 1 ,-eeiteneefi-secrsensonlr
-It A iiithi-Pea-y,Miecting the
Governors to the OVC
championship in 1977. -Austin
Peay and -NTOdle-Tennessee
have traditionally been rivals
in OVC athletics and are state- supported colleges.
Before going to Austin,Peay,
Donnelly was an assistant at
Vanderbilt for two seasons.
Before that, he coached two
seasons at Nashville's Father
Ryan High School.
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A beautiful design to complement fRe superb sound! A weltome
addittin to any stereo system 'with features yoU'd expect to pay
much more-foe. Ciervventent- 4-9/
1
2-x-1 1 Yix93"8"- size; vet it dettvem—
solid bass down to 30 Hz. With 8" acoustic suspension woofer,
3" tweeter. Wrapped in a genuine walnut veneer case with
molded lattisewor-k-gri-HeAts.sure to please- any music lover on
your gift list. 40-4019
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Are Back!

Zorn, a
terback fo
year teen.
the Seahai
yard line t
the final 2
Sunday, Di
lierrera's
with three
beat the
Earlier, 2
touchdown

Bullets Find Basket In Time
To Rally Past Golden State,

A Gov Turned Blue
recommendation has been
approved by Dr. Sam Ingram.
president-elect of the Ohio
Valley Conference school.
Donnelly must now be approved by the state Board of
Regents.
-Coach Donnelly will join
our stafr as soon as he completes
the
resignation'
procedures at Austin Peay,"
Murphy said Friday night.

They're
Jim Zorn ti
and with
operate LI
produce sii

Evansville, making a
comeback after last year's
tragic plane crash that wiped
out the varsity, lost its opener
70-58 to Southern Illinois as
Wayne Abrams scored 24
points for the winners.

i:10 Center Mike Diederick blocks a shot by Barry Snow in Murray State's recent Blue-Gold game
$ OS Roy Taylor (25) and Herman Boyd look on. Diedetick and Taylor will start in the Racers'
season opener against Tennessee Wesleyan tonight.
SLiuf1Thotth Ton, WIlson

By the Associated Press
'MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
Returning to his alma
mater where be played
defensive back on two straight
dhampionShip teams, James
•13oots" Donnelly succeeds
gen Hurt as football coach at
Tennessee State.
:Charles Ruber"
Murphy,
aitio coached Donnelly. at
Viddle Tennessee, says his

By BI
AP
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Zorn Leads Seattle Comeback; Dolphins Upset
By BRUCE LOWITI
AP Sports Write:

making a
last year's
that wiped
lost its opener
Illinois as
scored 24
ra.

its fifth
to raise its
e best start in
e's 11-year
Suns shot 58
e field and had
S in double
Alvan-Adams
enter
Artis
all scorers
eltics 103
scored San
x points, injumper with
left, as the
the Celtics.
ints and backd Free scored
is Ford, who
with 22 points,
foot jumper at
t would have

)urds to Steve Raible and 27
yards to Steve Largent.
Tarkenton, Minnesota's 18They're starting to compare
year pro, threw only one
Jim Zorn to Fran Tarkenton touchdown pass Sunday but
and with good reason. They
operate the same way and it came a timely 10 seconds
produce similar results.
from the end of regulation
play. The 5-yard flip to Ahrnad
?Awn, a third-year quar- Rashad
boosted the Vikings
terback for Seattle, a thirdinto a -10-10 tie with the Green
year team, calmly directed
Bay Packers and it stayed
the Seahawks from their 20- that
way through a I5-minute
yard line to the Oakland 27 in
overtime period.
the final 2L2 minutes of play
Sunday, then watched Efren.
That left the teams tied atop
Herrera's 46-yard field goal the National Football Conwith three seconds remainiing ference's Central Division
beat the Raiders 17-16. with 7-5-1 records. Oakland's
Earlier, Zorn had thrown loss dropped the Raiders back
touchdown passes covering 38 into the other divisional first-

place tie, in the American
Football Conference West.
Oakland and Denver are 8-5.
The Bronco' lost 17-14 last
Thursday at Detroit.
In Sunday's other National
Football League games,it was
Houston 17, Cincinnati 10;
New England 35, Baltimore
14; the New York Jets 24,
MiaMi 13;--Cleveland 30, Los
Angeles 19; Atlanta 20, New
Orleans 17; Buffalo 41, the
New York Giants 17;
Philadelphia 14, St. Louis 10;
Kansas City 23, San Diego 0,
and Chicago 14, Tampa Bay 3.
Tonight, it's Pittsburgh at San
Francisco.

Vikings 10,Packers 111
In the first thsee periods,
Tarkenton completed only 5 or
15 passes for 35 yards. Two
periods later, the numbers
were 20 of 37 for 199 yards and,
of course, the big TD pass.
Just as big was the pass prior
to the scoring strike. It was a
15-yarder to Sammy White at
-the Green Bay 5 from a a
fourthand-7 situation at the 20.
WETS 17, Bengals 10' •
Cincinnati, which had
beaten the Oilers for its only
victory of the year, began as
though No.2 might be forthcoming, taking a 10-0 lead.
Then Earl Campbell went to

work When he finished, he
had 122 Yards rushing, diving_
hitn 1,285 for the year,an NFL
roOkie record and the most by
any running back in Oilers'
tustory.
The winning TD,a pass play
covering 47 yards from Dan
Pastorali to Richard Caster,
also boosted the Oilers within
12 games of first-place Pittsburgh in theAFC Ease
Patrlitsii,Colts 14
The Patriots knew Miami
already had lost when they
went out and ran roughshod
over Baltimore, opening a
two-game AFC East lead over
the Dolphins. Stanley Morgan
set up two TDs with a 37-yard

UK Bubbling; NC State Freezes U Of L
Wolfpack's-Surge-EarnsUpset Of No.4 Louisville
By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writer
ANCHORAGE, Alaska Kendall Pinder and Clyde
Austin keyed a second-half
North Carolina State scoring
outburst Sunday night as the
12th-ranked Wolfpack pulled
away for a'72-66 victory over
fourth-ranked Louisville in the
championship game of the Sea
Wolf
Classic
college
basketball tournament.
Louisville led for most of the
first half but never by more
than five points. N.C. State
took a 34-33 halftime lead,on a
15-foot jumper by Donnie
Perkins with 22 seconds
remaining.
The lead bounced back and
forth in the opening minutes of
the second half before the
Wolfpack reeled off eight
unanswered points, the last on
a 15-footer by Pinder, to take a
56-46 lead with 8:29 to go.
The Cardinals closed the
gap to 68-62 on a pair of free
throws by Tony Branch with
2:54 remaining and had a
chance to make it closer.
Louisville's Darrell Griffith
stole Abe ball but missed two
foul shots with 1:45 to go.
Austin,who engineered. the

Wildcats-Victory-Over Polish
Nationals Leaves Hall Happy

Wolfpack's _ effective delay
By the Associated Press
game in the final six minutes
LEXINGTON - Kentucky
and was named the tour- Coach Joe Hall fairly bubbled
nament's most valuable after his young team's 80-68
player, broke free for a layup exhibition
victory over
with 1:21 remaining and Poland's national basketball
added a pair of free throws team, despite 17 turnovers and
with 30 seconds remaining to 25 personal fouls that Hall
nail down the victory.
chalked up to youthful
Pinder led North Carolina -exuberance.
State with 15 points, and
"They did a lot of things
Austin added 13. Louisville's good because of their
Bobby Turner led all scorers exuberance and they did a lot
with 17, while Griffith con- of things bad because of it,"
tributed 14.
Hall said Sunday night. -But
Pepperdine edged Lamar only playing time, only et75-74 for third place. Texas A perience, are going to cure
M swamped host Alaska- those things.
Anchorage 100-70 for fourth
"We rebounded well against
place, and 10th ranked a very tall team fa 44-31 edge)
Indiana rolled over Penn State and that was pleasing. When
86-65 for seventh place.
we did run our offense, which
was seldom, we ran it very
well and I'm not displeased
'North Carolina 71,Loiihe 66
with that. But.we broke our
North Carolina
Pinder 71.1 15, Whitney 33.69, Watts 2 0offense too much. We went to
1 4. Warren 5 1-1 11, Austin 55-7 15, Jones 2
:options 'too Many tunes and
4-4 3, Parzych 0 0-0 0, Sudhop 1 0-0 2.
Matthews 1 0-0 2, Perkins 3 0-0 6 Totals 29
just didn't stick with our of14-20 72
fense enough."
Louisville
McCray 1 0-0 2, Turner 6 5-6 17, Williams
Kyle Macy led Kentuelcy
2 1-3 5, Branch 1 4-4 6, Griffith 7 04 14,
with 20 points, Fred Cowan
Eaves 30-1 6, Burman 1 4-3.6, Brown 02-2
added 17, Dwight Anderson
2, Smith 32-2 8. Totals 24 18-27 66.
Halftime-North Carolina St 34,
tossed in 14, all in the second
Louisville 23. Fouled out-Whiiney, Watts.
half, and Chuck Aleksinas
Total fouls-North Carolina St 25.
Louisville 18. A-3,1100.
added 10 in Kentucky's final
tune-up before a Dec. 2 opener
against LaSalle.
Anderson, a 6-foot-3 freshman, came off the bench to
guard Poland's 6-10 Mieczyslaw Mylnarski, who led all
scorers with 22 points; but
Anderson earned Hall's
praise.

Could a 3-dollar drop
in cash prices wipe Out
your hog profits?

"He did a good job defen- outside and that we'd hit our
sively on (Mylnarski) with a free throws," he said. "They
decided
height
disad- wound up putting pressure on
vantage," Hall said. "He us and hurting our game.
really denied him the ball and
NBA Standings
took the charge. He used his
quickness to stop :his
Natioaal Basketball Associates
penetration and kind'-of
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
frustrated him."
Eastern Conierewec
Kentucky hit 46 percent
Atlantic Moisten
Pet. GB
L
W
from the field and only 59
7M Philadelptua
5
12
percent from the foul line, Washington
.1167 -7
14
Pk
which Hall attributed to New Jersey
591
9
13
2
571
9
New York
12
Poland's changing defense.
8
263
Boston
5 14
"Their match-up zone
Cesare! Dhrisiin
S79 11
1
caused us a lot of trouble," Atlanta
11
/
2
500
San Antonio
10 10
Hall said. "For a young. Houston
/
2
JOS
11
44s
.364
ballclub early in the year, a +tea Orleans
8 14
4/
1
2
.X0
7 13
changing defense is the worst Detroit
554
MO
Cleveland
• 6 14
thing you can face. This was a
Western Conieresee
Midwest Divisim
veteran team that was very
579 6
Kansas City
11
good at changing from a man- Denver
2
476
10 11
Pi
350
13
7
Indiana
to-man to a matchup 2-1-2 set,
5..5
.333
I 16
Milwaukee
then to a 1-3-1 match-up that Chicago
238
7
5 16
really confused our players.
Pacific Division
750
15
5
Seattle
-It wasn't that we hadn't
727
6
16
Phoenix
Worked against these things," Los Angeles
,
4
714
6
15
4,
5
524
11 10
Golden State
he said, "but we just haven't
4,
5
524
Portland
11 10
done it enough to flow in and
6,
5
440
11 14
San Diego
out with the authority that we
did last year or that we will do
NFL Roundup
at the end of the season this
year.
%animal Football League
At A Glance
"That tightened us up. That
By The Associated Press
had something to do with our
American Coodereace
outside shooting, probably
East
W I T Pet, PP PA
even some of our free throcv
769 319 zia
New England 10 3 0
shooting."
615 310 245
8 5 0
Miami
7 6 0
538 264 381
The Wildcats did not play up N.Y Jets
345 196 341
5 8 0
to their potential, Hall said, Baltimore
308 247 301
4 9 0
Buffalo
Central
conceding he was disap10 2 0 833 263 155
Pittsburgh
pointed in the shooting Houston
9 4 0 692 239 228
statistics.
7 6 0 .830257 717
Cleveland
1 12 0 .077147 242
"I thought we'd shoot well Cincinnati
Oakland
&untie
sintrwz
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-Not with Noinold's
guaranteed price program!
Heinold's Guaranteed Hog Price Program lets you lock In the
price you'll receive for hogs weeks and months in advance of
marketing time. Heinold guarantees the price you'll receive!
You don't have to worry about a drop in the cash market-or
in your profits. For more information,

CALL COLLECT 502-623-6304
• Steve Cunningham
Fancy Farm
Need feeder pigs? Ask your Heinoid Manager!

Central Shopping Center
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' 6 Days A Week '
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punt return and a 38-yard Greg Pruitt's 57-yard TD run streak, getting touchdowns on
reception, then caught A Steve hPlpd`d_ fievPkthnd -beat--Les - Hon- Jaworski's =-yard
Grogan pass and turned it into Angeles, The loss cut the pass to Chart's Smith in the
a 75-yard TD play.
Rams' NFC West lead over second period and Mike
Jets 24, Dolphins 13
Atlanta to two games.
Hogan's 2-yard plunge in the
The big news wasn't Matt
Falcons 38,Saints 17
fourth period.
Robinson's 3-yard TD pass to
Steve Bartkowski hit
Chiefs 23, Chargers I
Wesley Walker or the short Atlanta's Jim Mitchell on a 1Mike Livingston's TD
runs by Darnell- Powell and yarder with five seconds to go, passes of n yards to Henry
Kevin Long for the other New capping a seven-play, 72-yard Marshall and 7 yards to Larry
York scores., It was Miami drive that began with only 53 Dorsey, plus Jan Stenerud's
quarterback Bob Griese's seconds left.
three field goals, boosted
three intercepted passes and
Bills 41, Giants 17
Kansas City past the
one fumble. Two of the turTerry Miller became the Chargers. It was the -Chiefs'
novers resulted in Jets' TDs.
first runner this year to first shutout in five years. Browns 341, Rams 19
surpass 200 yards in a game,
Bears 14, flues 3
Coach Ray Malavasi ex- gaining 208 against the Giants.
Roland Harper, with 144
pressed a similar sentiment He scored touchdowns on runs yards rushing, and Walter
about his Rams. "I think it's of 39 and 13 yards, wrapping Payton, with 105, chewed up
difficult to keep a team up for up
a
comeback
that Tampa Bay's defense, leading
16 games. I just hope we're up obliterated New York's 17-7 Chicago to victory, its second
for the right ones at the right third-period lead.
in a row after an eight-game
time," Malavasi said after
Eagles 14, Cardinals 10
tailspin. The Bears' defense
Brian Sipe's 31-yard scoring
Philadelphia snapped St. had eight sacks of Bucs'
pass to Reggie Rucker and Louis' four-game winning quarterback Mike Rae.

EAST
Army 83, Ohio Northern 59
Iona 107. St Lawrence 77
Lafayette 92, Muhlenberg 84
Manhattan 90, C.W Post 50
Princeton 76, Colgate W
Providence 75, Maine 71, OT
Rhode Island 77. Mansfield St 59
St Francis, N.Y. /1. Pace 72
Syracuse 115, Whittier 66

se

SOUTHWEST
.
Centensry W, NW louisiana 81
Houston Baptist 611, Texas coil 56
.Texas Ctristian M, St, Edward's 42
Texas
Southern V. Wiley 70
•
FAR WEST
Brigham YOUltg III, Portland St 82
nia 77, San J ose St 66
orrado 54, Alt Force 50
Colorade St at Idaho St. ppd . fog
Montana St. IS, Stout St., Wis 67
Nevads-Las Vegas $t. Stetson 13
New Mexico St. 125, New Mexico
Highlands 73
N Arizona it, U S International M
N. Cols.& II, Adams St 48
Portland 79, Fresno St. 66
San frenetic° 91, 0(7-Santa Harhars in
So Colorado 77r Denver 76
Stanford W. Cal-Poly Pomona 75
UCLA 106, DePaul 85
Utah 75, Boise St 56

tatar

TOURNAMENTS
Snows Ttplifi
Championship
vents 75, Norilimitarn 70
Thiel Place
New Hampshire 116 at.41111 58

6 imm$11•61p
nev411$41 $4, 47461miliest Si
,
.1111411be•
i $1,-co
'71
St John's iat Snow Si :
• likirelMeee
Alabama 110, America* 87
•

0
0

SIS 2111 271
orns--21270

174
213
146
258
244

-6:awtrat

63

Virginia Union 87, Washington Coll 66

NODSKsT
Butler SI, Ohio St. 36
Cleveland St. 75, Baldwin-Wallace
Creighton 89, Oregon St 55
Detrott.67. Toledo 64
Indiana St. 99, Lawrence 56
Iowa III. Kent St. 78
Kansas St. 02, Northern lows 53
loypla. fll. 133, Loran
Minnesota 72, Idaho 57
Nebraska 70, Arkansas Tech 59
Oklahoma City 81. Oklahoma 75
Purdue 81. SW Louisiana 72
S. Illinois 70, Evansville 58
Tulsa 101. SW Texas 85
Wittenberg 76, Eariham 63
Xavier, Ohio 100, Otterbein 68

4 5

T47

stinissitta,

Third Mace
VIrglik Tips&
Memel's**
Virginia 81, Va Commonwealth $O
Third Place
James Madison 82. George Washington

62

West
•
'
5 0 .616272 219

Kansas City
3 10 0 .23 207
Nainsmi Corder-tore •
East
4 4 666-284Washington
8 5 0 615 244
Philadelphia
. 8 5 0 615 210
365 217
5 6 0
N.Y. Manta
Xel 185
4 9 0
St. Lode

Memelisaldp
Vanderbilt 70, Richmond 59

SOUTH
__ Appalachian St. 73, Campbell 63
Austin Pray 83, Indiana Central 71
Duke 78, -W. Kentucky 53
E,..Kentucity 92, N. Kentucky 80
E. Tenn, St. 96, S. Carolina St. 65
Furman 104, Presbyterian 61
Georgetown 79, Bowie St, 54
• Mercer 99, St. Leo's 57
Wad Virginia 86, Rider 66
& Mary 86, Delaware Valley 64
Virginia Tech 119, Buffalo St. 66

1

Sanday

EAST
Assumption 67 St Joseph's 47
Navy 80, Haverford 59
Staten Island 85, Baruch 73
• TOURNAMENTS
Seawall Clan*
Clumploaship
N Carolina St. 72. laulsville 66
Ilsird Place
74
Lamar
Pepperdine 75,
Fourth Place
Texas A&M 100. Alaska-Anchorage 70
Seventh Plate
Indiana 86, Penn S. 63
Rellaresief Orloff
Championship
Bellarrnine 88, Augusta 80
Consolation
Berea 92. Lincoln Menioria I 63
Exhibition
Kentucky 80, Polish Nationals 68

7 .5 1 .577 =2 207
7 5 1 .577 218 217
5 8 0 .385 221 219
251
305196.
5 8 0
5 8 0 .285 218 224
West
Las Angeles
10 3 0
769 246 194
.Stianta
8 5 0 .615 192 194
New Orleans 5 8 0 .305021 as
San Francisco I 11 0 .666175 IS
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 30, Los Angeles 19
Buffalo 41, New York Giants 17
New York Jets 24, Miami 13
Atlanta 70, New Orleans 17
Minnesota 10, Green Bio 10, tie
Philadelphia 14, St. Louis 1.11________.
Kansas ('fly 23, San Diego 0
Chicago 14, Tampa Bey 3
Houston 77, Chin nnaff 10
New England& Baltimore 14
Seattle 17, Oakland 16
Moaday's Game
Pittsburgh at San•Francieco.
Sunday, Der. 3
Atlanta at Cincinnati
Baltimore at New York Jets
Green Bay at Tampa any
,
'Los Angeles at New York Giants
Miami at Washington
Philadelphia at Minneacta
Buffalo at Kansas City
San Francisco at New Orleans
Detroit at &louts
New England at Dallas
Pittsburgh at Houston
Cleveland at Seattle
Denver at Oakland, r
leseday. Dec. 4
Chicago at San Diego. in!
,:reen Bay
Tampa Bay
Detroit
Chicago

Ethan Alien
gifts that never
leave home!
Our Gallery is all decked out and brimming
with hundreds of delightful holiday gift ideas.
Here are some of our favorites. . at very
special holiday prices:
-

A

A. A NNW DIMS* kismetClock Is the perfect
way to ring in your holiday. It's a replica oi art
old cherished design, crafted
in solid cherry with a subtle
satin finish. Eight-day clock
with TT104141
dial. hout and
half hour strikes.
Reg. $299.50
Safe $259.50.

B. & C. British antiques inspired these weather
statiuns. Register air pressure, humidity, and
temperature in Centigrade and Fahrenheit.
B. 35- length. Reg. 5159.50
Sale $129.50.
C 32- length Reg $149.50
Sale $119.50.
D. Beautify a wall with this distinctive
Figure eight wall clock in solid cherry.
It has a I5-day wind with hour and
half hour strikes._
Reg. $319 50
Sak S279.80.
s• • f
Eaki4kagersemiee4044Weieervithertynrrich cleric-crib*.--is7rtrxefti ar cess,

any man
Reg. 564.0

foc

Sale $49 50

F."Neaten-up" your
maga,ines with this
elegant Georgian Court
rnagarinerack crafted
in solid cherry.
Reg $14950
Sale $119.50

All these gifts and
more are on sale now..
So hurry met to 011f
Gallen/ and choose one
for your home, or
someone else's

Boy's Gymnastic Classes
*Tumbling
*Pommel! Horse
*Floor Exercises
*Horizontal Bar
Classes Begin
*Parallel Bars
December 4th
Coisvenient Terms... Free Delivery

Evenings
Enroll Now!
6:00 p.m.
753-0129
to 1:004f.m.
, or 753-7370

I

Center Inc.

I

Eli litiME1:1 Wkl•ilt'st;s

ETHAN ALLEN fliaNitulit

114 NorttrThird Stiti-Padoccit,XyPhone 442-2769 or 443 6257

110

PAt;F I 1114V Mi-Itti Al,k4.11-LitakatA

PALL.I.T

assaaber 'j.,Ira
•

RECAST

in .

Princeton- Man
Wins Free Trip In
ecti

-Co-op Corn Contest

1.,
Gary Crawford of Princeton, has won an all expenses
paid weekend trip to the Galt
House Hotel in Louisville,
following a first place finish in
Southern States Cooperative's
five-state Five Acre Corn Con;
test.

lo
fe•

Besides qualifying for the
December
15-17
trip,
Crawford will receive a 4200
certificate for use at his local
Southern States,agency and
his wife will receive a $50 gift
certificate.

ts-

Pe(
1e
hr. CL1i•

.:0-

HORTICULTURE II students at Calloway County High
School practice making
decorative bows oi ribbon for use in flower arrangements.
Belinda Higgins, right, from
net,.
Shirley Florist, is pictured demonstrating techniques
•usist
used in making ribbon bows to
class members Linda Davis, left, and Rena*e Starks.

'Farmers Warned About Oak
•Poisoning In Cattle Herds
Mk 1

Tommy Casey of SSC
Caldwell
Service
local
Southern States agency at
Princeton, and his wife along
with Southern States regional
agronomist
James
B.
McGehee and his wife of
Madisonville will also receive
an all expense paid weekend
trip, for their participation in
the Southern States corn
program.

PRESENTED DEGREE - I. he lehassu (right) Rabaul handset of
the Future Farmers of America presents the American Fanner Degree to
Stan Coley of Farmington. The American Fanner Degree is the highest

Participants in the Five
Acre Corn Contest used
Southern States hybrid corn
and were judged according to
the best yields. Crawford [Crew
SS-727 hybrid corn and his
five-acre plot yielded 148
bushels per acre.

degree of mestheaship in the FFA. It was presented to 807 FFA meet
ben dining their Golden Anniversary Celebration at the 1978 National
Carrenbon held in Kansas City, Missouri, Norember 7•10.

At FFA Convention

Kentucky farmers have if the animal lives longer,..the animals may die. Supportive
been cautioned against the constipation changes to a therapy will greatly reduce
ibility of oak poisoning in black or bloody diarrhea. At the severity of the illness,
Er beef and dairy herds this point, he' noted edema Kadel emphasized, and blood
ause of recent climatic collects along the abdomen samples may be examined in
-tsondi
laboratories to detect animals
and in the jaws.
• Although an. oak Atee
Effected animals, he said, in its early stages.
Local county agents and-or
,provides pleasant shade and rarely have a fever, but some
Losses from the disease can
vocational agriculture
State FFA Associations
KANSAS CITY, MO. Its wood makes fine furniture, calves will reflect abdominal continue until the first ex- agricultural teachers selected
50th year. They also
Instruction offered in
may submit . candidates
Stan Colley of Farwinners,
the
assisted
by
receive a cash award 'for
the acorns and buds from its pains, indicated by kicking at tended period of cold weather
their high school.
for the American Farmer
mington received the
travel to Kansas City and
iiranches are deadly when the abdomen,turning the head or the first snow, he said in Southern States' regional
American Farmer apDegree
based
on
total
American.
,Farmer
"Consumed by cattle, according to look at its flanks, or arching cautioning
plicants must have earstockmen agronomists and agency
FFA
membership
Degree 'it - Ceremonies
in the:
attend a breakfast in their
ned a least $1,000 by their
to Dr. Wade L }Cadet, director the back.
pasturing cattle with access to personnel.
state
The
807
members'
held during the Golden
honor
both
of
which
are
own efforts and they must
Awards were given to the
of the Murray State Univerawarded the American_
Producers are advised to oak trees to be alert for any
Anniversary National
co-sponsored through the
have
demonstratred
sity Vete-finery Diagnostic seek prompt veterinary signs of the disease and if top three yields in each of
Convention of the Future
Farmer Degree this year
National FFA Foundation
leadership and
-Farmers of America in
and Research Center at assistance as 85 percent of noted to contact their local Southern States'- 10 regions.
represent the highest
Inc., by J.1. Case Co. of
cooperation ,in student,
Hopkinsville.
achievement of more than
KansasCity, Mo.
Racine, Wisc.; Pioneeer
untreated oak poisoned veterinarian immediately.
chapter
and community
He
was
507,000
one
members
FFA
in
of 807 FFA
The long, dry RI/Tinier,
Hi-Bred International Inc.
activities.
almost 9,000 high school
members selected to
of Des Moines, Iowa; the
along with ensuing wet, cold
The National FFA
receive the American
vocational agriculture
Federal Land Bank
weather, has placed an
Convention
is an annual
Farmer
departments.
degree,
Systems
highest
of the United
3'arnisually heavy crop of acorn
event of the Future
degree of membership in
. All the FFA members
States;
Amoco.Dil
Co.
of
-c'and oak buds on the ground
Farmers of America and
the FFA. As a holder of
who receive the American
Chicago, Ill.; and the
•'where cattle can reach them,
is carried out in
the
Farmer
American
Degree
begin
as
Farmer
Chevrolet
Motor
Division,
A
Consumer 1.4›
cooperation with the U.S. .
- Kadle said, and animals left
Degree, he joins a select
"Greenhands." After at
LQeiieIa.j•Idotors Corfreer+ € X faINSIOrt SPVC,atratS atOffice of Education, of the- -Out on dry pastures late in the
group representing about
least one semester of
poration ofDetroit, Mich.
- tha UK College of Agriculture
Department of Health,
••••fall are likely to eat more of
one percent of all the
vacational agriculture,
The American Farmer
Education and Welfare-- nation's PTA members.
:acorns and buds to supmembers may---be ad-.
When buying dothes for
— Degree is the highest
This
year over 20,000 FFA.
Colley
is
the
son
plement their diet.
vanced
of
by
Mr.
local
the
_
• - • - degree of membership in
growing children, quality is
members, vocational
and Mrs Larry Colley of
chapter
to
degree
the
of
FFA.
It
is
the
presented
"Although only .a fear cases
often not important, say
agriculture teachers,
Farmington.
"Chapter Farmer." The
only by the National
oak poisoning in Kentucky
Extension clothing specialists
parents and guests took
Each American Farthird
degree,
that
of
Organization
of
the
cattle have been diagnosed by
part
in the Golden An- w!th UK's College of Agnculmer •Degree recipient is
'State
Farmer..is
Future Farmers of
bier reported to the center thus
niversary National ,FFA _
presented a gold key and
lure. garments will probably
presented by the State
America to members who
Convention.
-2•Mf this year7thepotenrsaT.1„1
certificate by the Future
FFA Association. Only
have demonstrated exbe outgrown before- they are._
_—..gaerners of America. thie—=_--geoptr_o_nsteartetttur_at 9nd
5W4ents who have earned .
Alt - ladet--gaid• -21-11r.--"A'6--1701181111s+P.
Abe
- - year --celebrattrig--their
-Warm,_lati.fall has resulted in
the
Ithilthaludging team. Outdoor
Coeithlgritetenslon Agent
- • •
the sprouting of the acorns,
are eligibleeligible for the
/activities are being planned.
For 4-H
American Farmer
this is the stage at which
for the spring ind summer
Degree.
y are.the most poisonous."
Hearths.
The
club
leaders
are
Interested In tie
Do you
Air a
In addition to having
Kadel also noted that oak have special desire learn Carolyn - Manning and Bara
to
earned the State Farmer
poisoning rre rattle usually is about photography'
Then you bare Broadmerkle. The next
Degree, candidates for
experienced in late October in neerl-to.-belong
*arm Ceditly -- -date is Thursday,
American
--•th
eziiiic-ky;Thut theUriliiiial fallDegree must have been
xperiences are December 7 at 7:00 p.m. at the
learning
County Airport
yeathet this year could delay offered through
active members of the
4-H and two Of Calloway County Extension
Aviation
its onset.
FFA for at least three
•
the most popular projects are Office,209 Maple Street.
Serving
FRANKFORT,
on
U.S.
to
Kentucky
rural
127
Ky.
AP)
. He listed as symptoms as photography and the horse
years. They must have a
house on the Luscher farm.
A 4-H photography club will
Agriculture
Richard Luscher disdains any 1429, turn left and look for a
decreased appetite, conparticipation
record
of
in
Because of the lack of heat,
be
organized
Tuesday, attempts
project.
Phone
to
over- large orange building on the the museum has been closed
local and state FFA acstipation, rough hair coat, dry
Calloway 4-H'ers recently November 28 at 7:00 p.m. at commercialize his family
489-2216
tivities
and
must
they
run right.
muzzle, excessive thirst, organized
for the winter after opening
a 4-H Horse Club. the Extension Office. Mr. farm relic museum and says it
have completed all of the
The museum sits on a hill
grinding teeth and frequent This
club will meet twice a Byron Forbus will serve as would be closed before "we overlooking the rolling the week before Labor Day.
Lion in urging cattlemen week at
the Extension Office. leader for this club. 4-H would surround it with a Franklin County farm that has
Luscher, his brother Albert,
to watch for any possible signs
records are a very iniportant carnival
atmosphere."
been in the Luscher family for sister Virginia and nephew
of the disease in their animals. During the winter months part of 4-H work and a
good
''The family started it as a 9'7 years.
The cattle at first pass small emphasis will be given to record contains good
Doug - who originally had the
pictures. hobby and we don't intend
There are no signs until you idea for the museum - have
to
amounts of hard, black, selection of a horse, proper Come and learn the secrets
of make money," Luscher
said. reach the entrance, where a been collecting the artifacts
pelleteci manure, he said, but care and feeding of horses, good photography.
"We don't expect to get our large
sign
proclaims for morethan 10 years.
4-H activities are open to all
money back, just enough to "Luscher's Farm Relics of
youth ages 9 - 19 so if your
All of the displays attempt
keep operating and pay the Yesterday, Museum of the
interested in either of these
to trace the development of ,
utilities."
American Farmer."
project clubs come join us.
the individual piece of
To get to one of Kentucky's
Actually, the museum
For more information Call
newest museums,the traveler honors the Kentucky farmer. machinery or tool and to show
753-1452.
must go north from Frankfort Luscher says that while he the ingenuity of the farmers.
"Most museums carry the
gathered equipment and tools
from many states from New exotic but we tried to start
England to Iowa, no type is from the ground up," Luscher
displayed that was not used on said.
Kentucky farms.
A good example is the
The 11,000-square-foot
building is crammed with all collection of tractors- from a
1914 -model used largely to
For Up To The Minute
types of old farm machinery
provide power to other
-- all of which has been
equipment
- to a 1941
restored to working order by
International Harvester. All
tlieLuschers.
have metal wheels and are
There are mowers, binders,
Hutson Groin Terminal
hand-cranked to start. And
tractors,
plows,
corn
reapers,
both the first and last operated
Port-Of-Murrny-Calloway,County
planters, grist mills, sorghum
on the I.uscher farm.
presses, tread milLs, rock
crushers and combines both
horse drawn and motor
"How'd I get that storm
powered. There is also a large
damage repaired to quickly!"
collection of buggies and
Go ewe we inol• yaw plans lasellaatlaidbiti ID tailor sseroorme
'wagons,a Model T Ford truck,
_Jotfarm arid ferrety Arid if Ism mid repeyment to !It your perilpianidill fie a loan. larpa or
Cuter plan VVe hew you talk
11
a wood burning cook !stove,
,
1 "
emit own, to PCA Your
ing Vste understand We're
and even a horsesleighs
Production Credit Maooi* *
committed to helping you
lion
•
•_financial codrawn lawn mower.
achieve your goals. And
°weave that spacsaizes m
with your sound program
contain
also
walls
a
The
providng loans at compels,
and our money yoween plan
Why gamble? Protect your
large collection of farmrakes to agricultural produceni.
It your way
Hours: 6 a, m.-10 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
valuables from fire, theft or
PCA. leaders in farm financing.
related tools - covering all
YLLISURANa
loss . . . in one of our site
•
Except Holidays
phases of work.
deposit boxes. It costs you
"Ism got
Even the lobby of the
just pennies a day . . a
the Shield!"
museum keeps with the
305 N.4th Street
small price to pay for real
Kentucky tradition. The walls
Murray,Ky.753-50
peace of Mind!
are cherry planks and walnut
strips from trees cut on the
Ronnie Ross
Luscher farm and the huge
21aE.
cA.ctiirriney
the only

Colley Receives American Farmer Degree

Good-4r
Cents

Extension Notes

Horses,Photography
Are Top 4-11_Projects

. Farmers

Man WiillitotComm-erciatize
Family Farm Relic Museum

Service

-you

provide the roiblen-1

Plan it your way

FARMERS!
Grain Prices
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\

y the solution

...wfth a PCJI operating loan.

Jackson Purchase PCA

LET'S TALK._ 41*

Kik

Local
Farmers
...474-2295
Ky.
Farmers . . .1-800-592-5409

Hutson Grain
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Deaths - And Ftinerais

Department's Advisory Council
Meets For First Time At MSU

Marvin Terry Dips
Stephen Jay Milby
Mrs. Viola Smith
Dies Sunday; Rites Thursday At Home Dies Saturday With
has been received of
To Be Held Tuesday theWord
death of Marvin Terry of
Funeral On Tuesday
Mrs. Viola Vera Kelley Litchfield, Mich. who died
Smith of Dexter died Sunday
at 2:50 p.m. at her home. She
was 65 years of age and her
death followed an extended
illness.
The deceased was • a
member of the Dexter Church
of Christ. Born Feb. 20, 1913, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the kite Henry
Thorn and Martha Jane
Henderson Thorn.
Mrs. Stiath is survived by
her husband, Ray Smith, one
daughter,
Mrs.
James
( Nancy Fox, and two sons,
Paul and Walter Smith, all of
•Dexter; four sisters, Mrs.
Oscar (Bertha) Maness and
Mrs. Lucille Haley, Dexter,
Mrs. Gracie Stroup and Mrs.
Lynville (Louise) Byers,
Paducah; four brothers,
Howard Thorn, Dexter, Roy,
Claude, and Raymond Thorn,
Almo; seven grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
Dexter Church of Christ with
John L. Hicks officiating and
singers from the church
providing the song service.
Burial will follow in the
Stewart Cemetery with the
arrangements -by the Max
Churchill Funeral, Home
where friends may call from 3
p.m. today Monday ) until 12
noon Tuesday when the body
will be taken to the church to
lie in state until the funeral
hour.

Thursday at his home. He was
52 years of age and his death
followed an extended illness.
Mr. Terry was born June 21,
1926, in Calloway County to
Gracie Phelps Terry, who
survives, and the late Thomas
Terry.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Joan Terry, Litchfield,
Mich.: mother, Mrs. Grade
Phelps Terry, Taylor, Mich.;
one sister, Mrs. Bradford
( Marelle) Wells, Allen Park,
Mich.; two brothers, Marlin
Terry, Taylor, hrdi., and
Dean Terry, Jackson, Mich.
Local survivors include an
aunt, Mrs. Crawford (Opal)
McClure, and two uncles,
Raymond and Clyde Phelps,
all of Murray.
Funeral services are being
held today at the chapel of the
Patience-Montgomery
Funeral Home, Jackson,
Mich., with burial to follow in
a cemetery there.

griculture
offered in
school
armer aphave ear000 by their
d they must
nstrat red
ip and
n student,
ommunity
nal FFA
an annual
e Future
rica and
out in
th the U.S.
ion, of thef Health,
Welfaren--20,000 FFA
ocational
teachers,
uests took
!den Anional FFA

as (1) evaluation of present
curricula,
(2)
recommendations for new curricula,
and i3) recommendations for
improving industry and
education cooperation, with
particular emphasis on the
intern program.

Stephen Jay Milby, 10 weeks
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Doyle
Milby of Murray Route 3, died
suddenly Saturday at 6.30
Dr. Robert McGaughey,
Members who have aca.m. at the Murray-Calloway
chairman of the department
County Hospital.
at Murray State, said cepted appointments to the
The little boy was born Sept.
representatives of both print Advisory Council are:
Walter Apperson, publisher
11, 1978,_ at the Murrayand broadcast media have
Calloway County . Hospital to
been named to two-year terms of the Murray Ledger and
Bill
Williams,
Doyle Milby and Sandy
on the council in an effort to Times;
(Tenn.)
Paris
of
the
publisher
Robertson Milby. His paternal
upquality
and
the
improve
George
grandfather, Calvin Milby,
date instruction of the jour- Post-Intelligencer;
vice-president
of
Trotter,
died Sept. 29 of this year.
FACULTY PIANO TRIO - Music by Beethoven and Mendelssohn will make up the
-television
and
radio
nalism
Landmark Publications of
Survivors include his
program when the Faculty Piano Trio at Murray State University performs at 8:15 p.m.
programs.
Shelbyville; Bob Carter,
parents; grandparents, Mrs.
Tuesday, Nov. 28, in the Old Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on the
He listed the three main general
and
manager
Martha Milby, Murray Route
campus. Members of the trio (from left-) are: Robert Gillespie, violin; Dr. lames
responsibilities
of
the
council
Kentucky
the
president
of
6, and Mr. and Mrs. Herchell
B.
Mason,
Neal
violincello.
and
piano;
McKeever,
New Era in Hopkinsville;
Robertson, Murray Route 2;
Shelby McCallum, general
great grandparents, James
•
manager of WCBL Radio in
Tarrnon, Marshall, Va., Mr.
Benton.
and Mrs. Woodrow Futrell,
Ledbetter, Mr. and Mrs. Euell
Paul Mick, owner and
Robertson, Murray, and
publisher of the Crittenden
Tommy Smotherman, Murray
Press in Marion; Al Smith of
Route 5; great great grandRussellville, owner and
parents, Mrs. Mary Channel,
publisher of five weekly
Wagner, Okla., and Mrs. Eula
newspapers in Kentucky;
A
Robertson, Murray.
Walt
Dear, owner and
two
helicopter
crews
power-line
swing
projects
in
the
who
said
By JOHN LUNDQUIST
"leaves crackled like
The funeral will be held
publisher of the Henderson
along
the
Minnesota
segment
nation,
the
427-mile
stretch
AssociatedPress
Writer
rain
was
falling."
Mrs.
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
LOWRY, Minn. (AP) LI- It between Underwood, N.D., Gruber likened the noise to of the line to make daily Gleaner, the Tribune-Courier
chapel of the Max Churchill
in Benton, and other area
checks and repairs.
can
make your skin itch, and Delano, Minn. Fed by a frying bacon.
Funeral Home with the Rev.
newspapers; Henry Lackey,
The
utilities
say
the
cost
of
generator
burning
North
maybe cause your tractor to
The couple and their seven
Bob Henley officiating.
'general manager of WSQNpower
line
opposition
for
Dakota
lignite
coal,
the
power
lose
clutter
your
school-age
power,
and
children
live
on
a
Pallbearers will be Steve
The funeral for Joe C.
WKDQ Radio in Hendersoit
Phillips, Rieky Nance, Jeff radio with static and your TV line is to serve the 33 member 280-acre farm 12 miles nor- lawyers, security forces and
Williford of Murray Route 1
vandalism - has been $140
co-ops
of
United
and
set
with
a
thwest
of
"snowy"
picture.
Paynesville.
Recker, and Mason Milby.
was held this morning t..ten
Chris Clark of WTVF-TV in
That' ..nat some farm folks Cooperative in Minnesota and
Gruber, 43, said static million.
Burial will follow in the
o'clock at the chapel of the
The
one
utilities
and
in
the
Wisconsin.
Some
164
Nashville,
Tenn.; Steve
drowned
living
along
the
high-voltage
out
reception
on
his
-- --Barnett Cemetery.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Friends may call at the power line now under test in miles of line run through tractor radio when he drove project's general contractor Wilson, editor of the Lexington
Home with the Rev. Wayne
Minnesota say about the western and central Min- beneath the line. Another have offered up to $200,000 in Herald; Tom Butler, news
funerakhome.
Carter officiating and Mrs.
nesota_.
time,the tractor lost power as rewards for information director of WPSD-TV in
power line.
Otto Erwin and Mrs. L D.
The protest has engendered he hauled a load up a slight leading to conviction of those Paducah; Hal Griffin of
But the target of most
Cook, Jr., providing the
complaints is the noise courtroom actions and tense, incline beneath the line, he responsible for the shooting Louisville, public relations
incident and the four tower representative of Sou,th
music.
buildup on some telephone pushing confrontations in said.
Pallbearers were Devoe
Central Bell; Charles StratThe Grubers feel the tower topplings.
circuits, particularly those bitter winter cold between 150
Bridges, J. T. Bucy, L. E.
United and Cooperative put ton, general manager of
that parallel the 400-kilovolt, state troopers guarding some 600 feet from their
Outland, Shirley Nance,
direct current line. So much construction crews and 200 backyard is an unsightly in- the total cost of the project at WNGO Radio in -Mayfield;
George., Hodge, and Earl
trusion. It's smack in line with more" then $1.2 billion, of Billy Reed, sports editor of the
so, that United Power protesters in snowy fields.
Satterwhite. Burial-was in the
Four towers for the line a decorative windmill Gruber which $710 million is for-the Louisville Courier-Journal;
The funeral for Edward
Association and Cooperative
West Fork Cemetery With _ McMillen will be held -WedPower Association are only have been toppled by vandals. put -up two years ago near a generating plant, $320 for the and Ken Stanley, owner-and
line and $215 for mining publisher. ..of the Louisville
Lois Dennis Lamb of Route military rites conducted at the nesday at 11 a.m. at the chapel
testing when there's a One guard was wounded by tree-fringed creek.
2, Puryear, Tenn., died gravesite by a unit from Fort of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Defender.
Matt Woida, a Sauk Centre facilities and coal.
minimum of. phone use, bet- .shotgun fire last March. And
Saturday at 3 p.m. at the Campbell.
hundreds of $15 glass in- farmer, said the power line
Home with the Rev. Lawson - ween midnight and 6 a.m.
.Mr. Williford, 62, died Williamson officiating.
General
County
Henry
United, bf.Elk River, Minn., sulators have been shot out by interfered with phone calls.
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was Friday at 8:40 a.m. at the Fort
When he's on the phone with
and
Cooperative, Edina, opponents in recent weeks.
the
Burial will follow in
Campbell Army Hospital. He
76 yeapoof age.
Nineteen protesters, urban callers, he said,"you can hear
Minn.,
have built - through
Cemetery with
Grove
Scotts
sympathizers of farmers, them but they can't hear you."
The deceased was a had retired from the U. S.
the arrangements by the J. H. contractors - what's become
went to jury trial earlier this
member of a Baptist Church Army after 22 years of service
Bud Morrow, manager of
of
controversial
one
the
most
Churchill Funeral Home
month for alleged trespassing one of the four local phone
and was a retired farmer. and was a member of the West
If you have a stamp and a season.
*here friends may call after6
on a road leading to the line's companies getting complaints moment of time, you can put
Born Dec. 12, 1901, in Henry Fork Baptist Church and
Those wishing to help are
Tuesday.
p.m.
eastern terminus near Delano. about noise, said perhaps 30 to them both to good use. Mail assigned a child on a one-toCounty, Tenn., he was the son Loyal Order of Moose, Murray
Mr. McMillen, 52, died
All were acquitted.
of the,,late .1; 1. Lamb and Lodge No. 2011.
50 customers have trouble in a for Tots, a charitable one basis. The organization
Survivors include his wife, Sunday about 2:30 a.m. in an
.The trespass trial drew six- to seven-mile stretch near organization, is looking for furnishes a stationery item, a
Myrtle Cochran Lamb.
international attention when Paynesville.
Mr. Lamb is survived by his Mrs. Wanda Lawson Williford, automobile accident on Highsome • people to help them list of children and checks the
the Soviet news agency Tass
wife, Mrs. Mary Lou West to whom he was married on way 94 East_ in Calloway
"People on phone lines that cheer children who are vic- name of one child of the list so
sent a reporter to cover it. run parallel to the power lines tims of such illnesses as that each of them have a
Lamb, to whom. he was Sept. 15, 1949; two daughters, County,according to Calloway
Dean Reed, an entertainer have the most problemq," he cancer, celebral palsy, somewhat equal amount of
---- married on Dec. 28, 1921; Mrs. Dale (Marsha) Bucy, County Coroner Tommy
living
in East Germany, was said. "I think we're going to leukemia,three daughters, Mrs. Linda Murray Route 1, and Miss Walker. 'His body was,
muscular mail. A few suggestions on
By The Associated Press
Sue Nance, Route 2, Puryear, Barbara Williford,. Bolivar, discovered Sunday about 3:30 • Traffic accidents over the one of the defendants.
have to move some of the dystrophy and multiple what to write about are also
George Crocker, a leader in telephone cable to ease some sclerosis.
• Tenn., Mrs. Mary Lois Spark, Tenn.; one son, Tony p.m.
- Thanksgiving
, weekend
•
given:
General Assembly to Stop the of the problems."
Route. 1, Cottage Grove, Williford, Murray Route 1;
claimed
483
lives,
according
to
--The youngsters, from
Requests for names should
resident
presently
a
was
He
Ann one sister, Mrs. Percy Mit--Tenn., and- .114rS: Peggy
But United a4id Cooperative thronghout the nation, are be addressed to: Mailfor
...figuresavailshIP _early today. Power Lines, called GASP,
he-and
Texas,-buit
_of
Houston,
_150-charges engineers Wanethetreabfe can--PrefTVe ho:s-Pitafillrare shat- P. 0. Box 8699, Boston, Mass.
-Newsome,- -Coldwater; lour 'then; Ahoski, -IC -C., half_ _
is familywere-artfainsices§ - - - The National Safety Courted
-EirotErr, ariseph-S7
have been filed by authorities be corrected, possibly with a ins, and rally are very lonely, 0211C .
-*------tn1esse• Denrili- Lanlb,
Murray after his had estimated that between
moving
to
of
the past 2n2 years as the line better filtering system.
*aris, Tenn., Staton and Billy Edgewater, Md.; two granespecially during the holiday
retirement from government 470 araL 570 persons would be
mb, Route 2, Puryear, daughters, Sarah and Ashley
Meanwhile, -meetings-at the
killed---at-traffic accidents was.being eonstructed, Some
service.
iIiiiif-ClifYG:inCarol Buey.
" AN ACQUISITION
- - daring the four-day holiday protesters have been arrested brick firehouse-city hall at
Born Sept. 14,- 1926, in observance, which began at 6 more than once. Many cases Lowry_ _ 13ucharian, Tenn.; step sister,
sometime
TOLEDC1,_Oltio-(AP-)
Calloway County, he was the -pstr.- -focal time Wechiesdar- -arerpendiftg7--'Mrs. Bertha Smith, Paris,
spring-boar& to confrontation acqwaition ofa rarepearwood
son of the late Tollie D. and ended at midnight local
The co-ops got the last tower at construction sites - have cabinet mounted with molded
FenhTT 23 grandchildren; one
in place Sept. 26 and sent the stopoed. Opponents are in- glass plaques by
McMillen, Sr., and Tulia time Sunday.
gteat grandchild.
Renetalinue
Spann
McMillen.
The
The funeral is being held
Last year, 490 persons lost first test charge through the stead holding raffles, dinners has been announced by the
deceased
was
a
member
of the their lives in highway ac- line on Oct. 17. Intermittent and dances.
:today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
Toledo Museum of Art.
Carrie Beth Rudolph, 1944 graduating class of cidents...4in_ Thanksgiving daytime tests followed, and
Ahe McEvoy Funeral Home,
The co-ops report vandalism
Lalique (1860-1945) was a
FILM, FLASII CRIES,
the complaints started to has continued on the line, French designer of jewelry
'Paris, Tenn., with the Rev. stillborn infant daughter of Murray Training School.
weekend.
CAMERAS, FRAMES,
Mr. and Mrs. Ricky Joe
Veazey Officiating.
however. Bolts have been and glass.
The worst such holiday was come in.
Survivors include his wife,
Studios
Artcraft
Marilyn Gruber told a loosened on tower bases, the
Serving as pallbearers are ..Rudolph of Dexter Route 1, Mrs. Carol McMillen, two in 1968 when 764 persons were
The cabinet was made by
I:* • 1534035
reporter the sensation she'd metal legs sawed through, or Lalique to appear in the 1929
'Tony and Rex Nance, Butch was born Sunday at 10:35 p.m. daughters, Miss Cyndee killed.
{rye Poi* at Mir 1144.
,and Terry Lamb, Bubba at the Murray-Calloway McMillen and Mrs. Tarrune
/MINNOW
Weather hindered travelers felt beneath the charged line glass insulators shattered Salon d'Asatornrie in Paris.
running over their farmyard. with rifle fire.
Sparks, and Paul Denton. County Hospital.
Williams, one son, Johnee over much of the holiday
Graveside services will be.
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The two utilities had as
Burial will follow in the
period
with
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plaguing
the
McMillen,and one grandchild,
many as 300 security guards
Walker Cemetery near Paris, held today ( Monday) at 4 p.m. Tupence Williams, all of Midwest, followed by a heavy on you," she said.
at the Palestine Cemetery
"You can hear it, you can at one time last summer. Now,
Tenn.
Houston, Texas; one sister, plastering of snow -Rain
feel it but you can't see it,"
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A newly-appointed 16member Advisory Council for
the Department of Journalism
and Radio-Television at
Murray State University met
for the first time recently on
the campus.
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Crossword Puzzler
AC NOSS
I Storage bin
5 Motese
8 Mark
12 Aroma
13 Toll
14 $trohi e
15 unasprated
16 SAIOOOSO
currency
17 Evaluate
18 Poniard
20 Redacted
22 Preposition
23 Cut
24 Son of Adam
•
27 Quietly
31 Ancient
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33 Stater/Nate
31 European
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37 Vases
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degree
Abbr
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7 tretatect ,
8 Scenario
9 Jacket
to Poker stake
11 Rattan
19 PrinW's
measure
21 Dock lace
23,Prophets
24 Lettuce
-25 High mountam
26 Mountain'on
Crete
2? Norm
28 Greek letter
39 Ihuminated
30 altirmative
32 Father
35 Nodding
36 Went by
ill 3

1
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E
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40,
Suggestions
For
Christmas
SETTLE-WORKMAN

Wurlitzer

All display ads,
classified displays'and

I

Free Gift Wrapping Shop Settle -Workman where
you will find quality mdse. at o reasonable price.
Shy cosh,, toy *Way, Bank Americord. Master
Charge and Charge.
We appreciate your business!

Phone Numbers For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
753-1918
Sports

QUALITY
SIGNS

noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
0publication.

Now

Retail Display advertising 753-1919
UST SELL - Liquidation
Classified Display, [
I9 all new I all Steel
ClyClassified,
uildings • 48 x 96 x 16 -'1,97
er sq ft. Call toll-free
culation and the
1800474-3830
Business Office may
CENTURY STEEL 11101101910S
,
,11e F14
*Are Jacksol
1
S!
John
733on
reached
be
197b and 753-191 7

1111

$999"

ws,c JO•
,
•s and ••.y Cloy,cas Owno,s_

Dixieland Center

Swimming
Pools wester' Ky.Posts

442-9747
pad.lik, Ky.

PICTVIE TNIS
Become a Wholesaler
of
Kodak
Film,
Eveready, Polaroid,
Westinghouse, Keystone Photo Products and
Developing. Minimum
Purchase of Product
only $5305. Call Mr.
Collins, Dept. R 112
toll-free at 800-6217725.

06166

753-7575
Murray, Ky., ,

.Evelyo
'louses

PEANUTS

AS A WArcHoo6, 'o(YRE
6ETTt* MORE u5ELE55
!!
EVEW PA,

14•11

Murray Riff.
S•mote
Is tobfisitittl References
Is.-,',
2471044

GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759-4600.

COMING TO-MURRAY,
Dec 3-45, one of America's
premiere humorist, story
teller, poet, composer of
voice and piano, Bible
Scholar and preacher -Dr.
Roger N. Carstensen ot
Athens, Georgia, at 1st
Christian Church. ( just off
the courtsouareL

PrIC

as is. as

And
Gold leaf laying
Since 1951

CARTER
PNOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
*Portraits
753-112111

regular display, must
be submitted by 12

' Dress Suits -Sport Coats - Dress Pan-

ts - Dress Shirts - Sport Shirts - Flannel Shirts - Robes - Pajamas - Socks Belts - Ties - Jeans - Sport Hats Dress Hats - Light Weight Jack-'eff Heavy Jackets - Top Coats'- Casual
Coats - Rain Coots - Underwear Briefs - T Shirts - Shorts - Vest - Thermal Underwear - Matching Work
Suits -Coveralls - Work Shoes"- Dress
Shoes - Caiuol Shoes - House Shoes Gloves - Sweaters - Billfolds - Sweat
Shirts - Rubber Footwear

OR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th , phone 753-3128,

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

Men's Department

.
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111111811110
,

After
Thanksgiving

'

A DOZEN
DOUGHNUT'S,
PLEASE

plants.

W-144-T— THE
WITH THE

Vernon's

SMALLEST
HOLE5

Western Store

(Layaway Now For Christmas)

153-911SS
elwrin, Fr.

ItteOtttilteD115111

OEFTLE BAILEY

0$4- 01-11 HERE
COMES OTTO'
' BETTER ep.
TO WORK.

RELAX! DOGS
CAN'T TALK. I-10W
CAN HE TELL SARGE

WE'RE GOOFING OFC?

risw.

Murray

Recliners

wgiggg

C c.0 ass.....•••

Ma aftrair•sts neirsva

STUPPED
PEPPERS

Each kit contains precision cul piece4 for
NONE OF YOUR
BUSINESS'

one quill plus extras '
Saves 12 T8 hours
of cutting time

Kits Available
*Dresden Plate
*Flower Garden *Baby Love (girl)
*Baby Love(boy)
*Shower(baby gift)
TVEPNANT

Just Received-New Shipment
Largest Selection Of
Chairs in this Area
OYER

CHAIRS

In Stock

Lane and Berkline

Dunn Furniture Warehouse

See instruction sheet for more

formation

130

TV-STEREO-APPLIANCES
ootn IcidlI Nighli Tilt 00 se
753_3037'
641 North Mut:i'ay, Ky.

NORNBUCKLE RANIER SHOP
?On Vialnuf *eel
W

Shopping
Cooler

OFFICE NOUNS

Monday-Friday

r

30-Noon

Closed All Day Wed

Saturday:7:304'15:00

••
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ent
Sta
Fixty.„„s-n

c
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PUT IT IN THE
2. NOTICE

2. NOTICE

%MR WVIT VIT11irtilrfiV2117

FOR SPEcIAL PRICES on
pairillings,
oil
prints,
lithographs
and -frames,
check Goodman's Art Shack
on Tom Taylor Road Call
753 3473.

12. INSURANCE

Xt. BUS.RENTALS
DON'T BE MISLEAD. We
will meet the price of any
Zenith dealer of this - area.
Our service makes a difference. Your Zenith dialer
for Murray and Calloway
County. Tucker TV:tales.
Road,
Coldwater
1914
Murray, KY.

13 Colors
Mailable

How about a
Honda for Christmas?

-.r

•

24

NavyWhite
Na syGold
NavySkartet
Bur gundyGoid
Brim nBeige
iluyalYglute
NuyalGold
rIreenWhite
BeigeBrown
GreenGold
PowderNavy
Scarlet White
OrangeWhite

it)
it)
444
•

Coon Casual style 438-100% Acrilan acrylic, contrast
set-in stripe, zipper pocitet in packet and pant, 12" leg
zippers. Sizes XS-X1(Unisex)
itntatl emeS111.00 crynstmay Special

$2flyp5

I
SPORTING GOODS
How 11bINJT d
gstt on wheels that's-rax a model train
Honda makes a wide VATICty 0111Stillas
imitation
gars and one of them is perlest tor ityrneone on your list. Lorne
in and see the colorful Honda Express' and Expresa'11, the
Santa-red ATL-v*and all our other girt ideas now All at one
or the most fun Outsrmay stores in nun Vouf Honda dealer s

1203 N. Chestnut

15. ARTICLES FUR SALE'

753-8844

32. APTS. FOR RENT
1 BEDROOM duplex, par
tially furnished $15 per
month, 753-4331
NICE
FURNISHED,
1
bedroom apartment, single
only, inquire at 100 S 13th St.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
3 BEDROOMS, 2 baths, 2
xears old. Complete 6 rooms
of furniture
for
sale,
resonable. Days 437,4594,
nights 3S4 6282
FOR RENT - 4 room house,
bathroom, couples only, no
pets, phone 492.8360.
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,on
old Murray and Paris Road
Couple. No pets. Deposit
$130 per month. Call after 6
pm 753-1287.
36. RENT OR LEASE

27. MOB. NOME SALES
1972, 2 BEDROOM, gas,
completely
furnished,
harvest gold appliances, new
carpet, drapes, large bath,
under pinning. $4700. Call
753.4074 or 753-1877.
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE.
12 X 60 Atlantic, 2 BR,
completely
furnished.
Carpeted, includes washer
and dryer, central air,
economital gas heat, deck
with awning and storage
area, underpinning and
anchors. Must be seen at B 12
Fox Meadows to appreciate.
Call 753-5163.
TO-AILOR FOR SALE. 2
bedrooms, large livingroom,
fully
carpeted, air conditionals', 759-1170, after 5 STORAGE-Bicycle, mowers,
tillers,
mopeds,
small
pm.
motorcycle, $3.00 month.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
Large Mowers, motorcycles,
FOR
RENT, 2 bedroom $5.00 month. Boats, campers,
trailer, Shady Oak Trailer $20.-up. 10 X 22 Sheds,
10
Court. Call 489-2533
cents sq. ft.-up. 753-7400.

Wave a
611appy
6-Holiday!

We can help you buy, set
or trade a home anyplace
in the USA and Canada

SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
after 5 pm.

Of

ITT
NS

CROCHET GIFTS, house
shoes, afghans, Myrn sets, call
753 3997

HAVE YOU HEARD
ABOUT BIBLE CALL
YET? IF NOT, CALL
759-4444 AND ASK
FOR TAPE #1.

Laying
951
Ref.
trances

It's A

Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

TII1S
olesale_r
Film,
Polaroid,
, Keystoucts and
Minimum
Product
Call Mr.
• R 112
800-621-

V& GARDEN CENTER

IS A Specialty At

Starks Hardware

Cordially Invites
the puiblic
to attend their
Ghristmós
Open House
Sunday, Nml. 26th
I p.m. to 6 p.m.
RefreShlit,
'Ill% Hill

Ni,,

Eveiyore
iittlied 1.0.41ir natr-(;reen
Houses asiel. see tiiataisonfis efd. Poin-

settias ii Iiiq,ln ool various foliage
plants.

- -

1977 TRANSIIM
Black,hatch roof,
24,000 actual miles,
full power and air.

12tit & Poplar
753-1227
FREE FARKING!

Going Out
Of Business

SALE

Wed
i15:00

Entire
'Stock
FAst;.m**.s.ak.

•

II
•
IR
•
•.
•
IN
•
a
•
a

JJust _4rrived
Htip,-e
Select

itni

•
X
•
a
•
a
•
a.
---111--III
•a

•

•

.

•
•

.

•
gVapkins

•
a
•

and
Placeniols

15. ARTICLES FOR SALE

BOO'S BUTCHER block
a SOLID .hard rock maple.
• Expertly crafted, square or
• round to choose from.
• Delightful to use made of
•
• Northern hard rock maple.
• $219. J. Logan's, 505 S 6th St.,
• Mayfield, KY. Phone 247• 5648.
,
•
a
FOR SALE: Used Singer
• sewing machines, zig-zag, all
II
• regular elttahments, sews
. perfect, fully. guaranteed,
,$39.50. Call
n4.6521.
•
▪
as
4
F36
1ROOD for sale. Call
FOR SALE: .22 cal. rifle with
scope. 12 gauge shotgun.
Small portable t.v. 753.4331.
GO-CART 5 HORSEPOWER
7m
5o
3t56
or7
.7.Good condition. Call

RC
• ' HALF

a

6reat For Gifts

•

The Shoficase

.
•

24. MISCELLANEOUS
COMING TO MURRAY,
Dec. 3.4-5, one of America's
premiere humorist, story
teller, poet, composer of
voice and piano, Bible
Scholar and preacher Dr.
Roger N. Carstensen of
AtItens, Georgia, at 1st.
Christian Church. (just off
the courtsquare).
FREEZER BEEF. Choice
grain fed-aged beef. Front
Quarter 5.79 cents a pound,
whole or side 5.89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter 5.99
cents -a pound hanging
weight.. "Food stamps accepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris . Meat
Processing, 642 8201. One
mile north of Paris on 61c5
Murray road.
FOR SALE: Two MSU
basketball
tickets, chair
seats.
Call
753,9689,
evenings.
FOUR PIECE metal cabinet
for sale. Call 753 7997 after 4
Pm.
SALE SKILL ROUTER, /
1
2
hp. Model 548; $29.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
26. TV-RADIO
WANT A NEW COLOR TV
but short on cash! Take up
Psil(Ment on this beautilii I 25"
console, under warranty.
Clayton's formerly J & B
Music. Call 753-7575.

ratieedrwoor-----income, plus cash bonuses,
benefits to mature person in
Murray area. Regardless of
experience, write G.C. Read,
*,,,e,iLno-LbrtcarTts Co,--Box 696, Dayton,OH 45401.
HUNI)R ED graran
'teed addressing envelopes
Immediate income! Details
$1.00. L.J. Enterprises, 47
Main St., Langley, SC 29834.
CM
-MEDIATE OPENINGS,
RN and LPN, all shifts, full
and part time employment,
insurance
benefits,
paid
holidays, credit
union,
competitive salary scales,
Care Inns Inc., 4th & Ind.
Ave, Mayfield, KY., or call 1
247-0200.

Clean up and

lube per.

son. Apply in person at

Jim Fain
Motors
IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
for honorable discharge vets
Out less than 48 months.
advanced
Steady
technical training, security,
outstanding
retirement
benefits, tax free housing
allowance, low cost in.
benefits, steady
surance
r advancement,
job
satisfaction,
•
travel. 'Call
Na vo,(507) 753-6439.
MAID, PART TIME. Merlt
`.
.bonus plan. Apply in person
at Regal 8 Inn, 517 S. 12th. St.
No phone calls.
MEAT CUTTER fully experienced. Call 1.362.4542.
MATURE
RESPONISBLE
ADULT, needed td baby- Sit
month old infant, in our
home. References needed. lf
interested, call 753 3230 or
753-8368.
WANTED: SOMEONE to
live in my home and keep a
10 year old child. Call 438
5836 until 10 PM.
WAITRESS
WANTED
apply within. Majestic Steak
House
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
VETERAN
RETIRED
NEEDS work. Prefer janitor
or Inside work for the winter
Call 492-8110 anytime.
SEEKING EMPLOYMENT
in Murray area. Cost at
account..
counting
and
payable experience in Put:air
accounting. BSAC degree
Call 767 4442 or 753 6666.

Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Need T.L's -

Hodge& Soo,Inc.

o 100% solid state
Service Miser chassis
with the Super Module
O Qynacolor system
o Dynabrite in-line picture tu
o Audio Spectrum Sound
o Satellite remote control
o Glare Guard filter
O tow energy consumption

Hodge &
Son,Inc.
it.
_

So. 5th

LIGHT OAK THREE piece
bedroom suite, book case
headboard. Also 4 post
double bed with box springs
and mattress. Phone 492-8206
between)and 6 pm.
17, VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1443.6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE, Necchi zigzag
sewing machine, in real nice
cabinet. Sew perect. Full
cash price $59.50. Call 3S46521.
19. FARM EQUIP.
'BULL DOZER International
TD 14, good condition, like
new tracks and rollers. 1962
model, $4800: New flat bed
trailer, 7' X 14', red and
black oak bed, 2 axles, $500.
Call 354-6644 after 5 pm. Paul
Andersen. Rt. 5, Benton, Ky
• _ 42025.
FOR Case back
FORX
- hoe. Midwest Boom- Brand.
Call 753-4065,
1972 MASSEY COMBINE
with both headers, quick
attach. 210.5 white tractor,
1200 hour, 5 16 inch breaking
plows. 4 year old Inter
national 4 row drill. 4 row
Massey cultivator. Call 753
5444.
20. SPORTS EQUIP:
MOPEDS
BAT AVUS
Christmas specie, $399 50,
$25, free excessories.• Murray
Sport 8. Marine, 718 S 4th St.,
753-7400.
22. MUSICAL
FOR SALE Beautiful used
Spinet Piano. 435 4294.
23. EXTERMINATING

orT

I
3
CBS600

1
i

MR.COFFEE

TM

1

I

1

i
i
10-CUP DWI
COFFEE
BREWER
3

NORTH AMERICAN SYSTEMS, INC.

You get
great coffee taste
without coffee waste!

4
4
4
i
4
i

For people who want coffee good .and fast!
Brews a full 10 cups
in less than five minutes. It's drip made-never
bitter because it's
never boiled: and there's never a messy
clean-up
because the
filters are disposable. A hot water funnel lets
you get hot water
instantly for tea,instant soups. gelatin, etc,

Murray Nome & Auto
Northside Shopping Center

phisepeaspmetwrmowimientemintacommea
.711Nal='711111111M1

---”Strian

pay,

"Satisfied Customers Are Ow
Main Concern"

a
•
a
•
a
•
a

PRICE SALE, Club
•
III
a
Aluminum, 1, 11
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
/
2, 2, and 3 qt.
•
• -covered saucepans, 10 inch
Studio negatives. If you had
•
covered skillet, 4 1 ? qt.
II
pictures made at Love's •
• covered dutch oven,
during the past 25 years, we
choice of
III
• colors. Wallin Hardware in
can supply you With reprints. •
MI
• Paris, TN.
Carter Photographic Studio,
•
7518298. We copy and restore •
a
a INTERCOM, COST $76 will
old photographs.
•
• take $35. Plastic truck cover
U
3. CARD OF THANKS
24'x24', (new), 1.35 will take
•
$17.50. Call 753-0327 day, 753THE FAMILY of Maxine
a
le
• 2523 night.
Dunn would like to thank •
a
Rev. Jim and Tom Fortnet
•_ 2 MOBILE HOME AXLES,4
for the kind words, the choir •
• tires and wheels, $125. Call
U
at Emmanuel Baptist, -The
753-0605._
pallbearers,
the
many
U
CORELL-E- ex
• SALE
friends and relatives for the, •
- • pressions dinnerware, 20 pc
food, flowers, and ex1
4
.
Ylsa
lirbiast
"ler
2Cha
i B
rgeP
p;.
Y K
+a
l0:00
$8.
a.
"
'm .1-5r3e
-11.-Away
1 ra
•
III,Plower, Meadow,
set,
-W
ild
•
pressions
of sy cm:Lathy .•••,..,.,.
weawavillifillielleiggsampoompus....•••••••0
Summer, April, Or
during our, time of sorrow. . „i
Blue Heather. Your choice
The family. • •
$39.99. Wallin - Hardware in
S. LOST i FOUND
Paris, TN.
i
LOST, BLACK AND TAN
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
beagle, last seen near .
FOR SALE- White Kenmore
Hamlin, Blood River church
electric dryer, 3 settings.
area. Collar has name ano
Works well. $45. Call 753address. 753-6040

753-0632

1406 West /Amin
1334311

11•••••■•••••••••••••11•111•1141111•111•••111•1114W
•
II
•
•
•

2. NOTICE

Overby
Honda

PA* hoes.FDIC

Saturday, December 9,1978
-

1UOat -lain or Star

IOCA11011: 10 miles east of- Murray, Kentucky on

•

280 ttellettown Road) in the neighborhood of Blood River Area on Kentodly lake. front Werra!, take Highway 94 East 2 and one-half miles to Highway 280, confine 7 lad one-half miles to property, a take Highway 121 Seib to High- I
way 280 Turn left on 210 old collo north approximately 6 miles to property.
NTIVIT

This stately home, built in 1838 by Peter Stainback Hamlin
the NATIONAI MOISTER Of-HISTORIC
PLACES -Seclusaini s' nine rooms airtime on the first Hoar a 10 .20 foyer. 201E21 living room 20121 dining
room, 1.3-1i8 bathers. 18'v20' !amity room, utility room, and one and ose-Isall bath The upber level has 3
bedrooms. 2 of which are 20's21, the third being 14 ii20. with separate stairway Much rehabilitation has been
accomplished to restage this home to its present fine condition
Although the abundance M antiquity a preened. many modern conveniences have been added Heat and air
conditioning is supplied by a new central electric unit am/ watecisigiaikellp-a 14(1 agnate well-,T
b-01in 'ante dishwasher compactly, and disposai
The house is a 5 bay rectangulac with a considerably wider central unit The rear ell is several steps above the
main block The end walls have central chimneys that protect °hit slightly horn the surface A single almost square
room on each side flanks the central hall on both stories The stair with its fine rail of local apple wood rises to a
landing over the back entrance and returns in a short flight Theme,six operable fireplaces With grooved mantles
Part of the interior woodwork is of fine dark cherry
Seclusaval is situated on so beautiful acres which slope steeply down under the rear of the house into e ',Chi,
wooded hillside The elevated location affords a beautiful 'nee
I ars 16 on unuseal eoPerfuffthf mow* mart chapter er history MID Isom/ investment for the future
Representatives will be on premises and'have property available for shoving on the following dates Satuiday
Novembet 25•9 00 a m to 1200 noon Sunday November 28.1 (i0
hi 5 00 p rn Saturday December? 900
am 10 1? 00 noon, Sunday December 3 100 pro loS (111.p
AUCTION'S NOW
mist

it NOON AKAN'NAN Ity Canby Ciralio Coed INN is by reserve pots This ti es assist

Selling agents will be happy lo show urolerty by aouointment or asp, with financial arrangements any day pi
•
to sale der

INNS: 10% down day of sale balance on delivery of deed rills 30 drys.
POSSESSION With Deed
DEED' Sellers will furnish Deed and Deed Tan
OWNERS Bill Burns and Salome Burris Wynn
lISTINC. SOONER

•
Kelley's Termite
& Pest,cpIttrol

12. INSURANCE

tees,y e Moire F °mace S

ut

ifinatv ArtitnttV
.
° ear

_
24 MISCELLANEOUS
over
A' LITTLE PUDGY
weight downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
be-hairier iat
have
tried
itationt A new aP
7
mckiif3
59s6
proach For information cal l
•
•
F_OR
ralsecf- ea
eating and stodking ponds. 21
cents each and up Call day%
437-4591. nights 351 6282

7:\

Itorrs

753.1492
1100 Sycamore
Murray, Ky..

Ole C•bdotted by

• COY.Shelton
RiAl ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
• 'ruf •4111.1 1101k0

. MAYFIELD,
--Ir

•-.4'n'

••
f COCKREt'

i

i

)
1 1u L12

MEW MAY.Ly LADGERIk TIMMS,illoodsy, November IT, WM
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG P SES FOR BIG RESULTS!
**************************
* -..0119=z-

34 RENT OR LEASE

Wonderful
Walls ft

Mini

Warehouse

Eradit,un&L 111/eddin5 Rings

Storage Space
for Rent

753-4758

* Yuba M.44,C4.).
* bedew
.

ttusraos
404ammo.%
WOO

FOR LEASE -6 acre farm
untls -toltanactea- bduseper mon1ts_Cala-63-1922.
37. LIVIISTOCK-SUPP.
LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247 2819.
PIGS. weeks.436-2240.

*Buy one
of these...

Buy Now And Save
At Black's Decorating

NOW

Reg $11.2eGal

• arum-U--Iowa
•
41.mis•••••.10,
• -ars

m•ow% O.010
• tassma•••••....m•

Va

-Special Picture

ir

Profesunatal Sen.kin
Witb The Friendly Town"

SPOT1.FSSI.Y CI F.A•
.Attractive .2 or 3
bedroon, home peak
condition.
Electric
heat, wall-to-wall carpeting. Wooded 1 acre
lot,
commercial]
zoned. ONLY 832.500.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

C4i.eab shortened as Dynobroo Z
P.ctore Tube combined 4 oull% a
von* olociror gun ic 94001401
°woo s unworn, 000root
mass nrr

Zenith Home Entertainment
TV Values!
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753 8080

BEST
ZENITH I
EVER! 3

ISYSTEIrtill 3

R.V. fliTi FX - 'Fach
side has 2 bedrn
living rtr ., kitchen &
bath - Central gas heat
- central,air -. new carpeting.
&
new
refrigerators,
plus
stove. In Fxcellent
Condition. 100 x 125 ft.
lot_ I ocated Westwood
Sub. Mid 40's. Boyd
Majors Real EstAte.
105 N. 12th..

1
1

3

CI 753-741i

44s.)-,***•
THE NIELSEN • K2524M - Distinctive Earl) kr-iTican Styling.
Beautiful Maple wood-gramed finish applied to dur,r, wood products on top and ends with select hardwood solids fran-,aig trip. Gallery of
Select hardwood solids. Front and base of sanulab-i wood. Casters.
Electronic Tuning. Illuminated Channel, Nur/Alen,

TUCKER TV

1,1 Discover the Pier 1
air ma
Touch For Christmas
.A.Cone Sofa 8 Chbo/s
•Fi'otign baill
.g.4
.
4 Chaim

--ftrorrre'
crrCiATigkkager..•

44

BOYD-MAX)RS
- REAt ESTOE-753-8080

Weintfi or White

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch-

1 12 x 65 mobile home approx. 2 years
old, 3 bedroom, 11
/
2 baths, central
heat and air, excellent condition.
'Phone 753-5865 Days
or 753-9586 after 6
and On Sundays
me

IF .YOU ARE A Luxury
homebuyer
looking for'
something,unique, you must-ihtpect this comtemporary
horne...sunken fireplace in
family room, fireplace in
galley kitchen, formal dining
room, 3 baths...All this on
approximately 8.8 acres. -A
home well worth inquiring
abOütCbll LOP ETTA JOBS'

f

iPECIAL NOTE. The right-of-way serving this earrel
of land is on the
I corps. of Engineers easement.

Bel Air Center
New Hours Til Christmas
10-8 p.m. -z.M-F
10 6p.m. -Sot.,
1-5 p m. -Sun

;ports Shop
Pre Christmas Sale
Bowling Balls I Bowling Bags
Up to $12°° OFF

(Free Drilling + a Free Guile

,Happy liolidays!

Pre Line
Golf Clubs Bails 14.- Bias

ALL REDUCED

.lat as kip you with
all your printing needs.
We also have
copy service
'rick
_

inflation.f.

-OSO.U1421rlieleu.,
-- nOAIENCEIE
- -

•

•

Disieland Center

Your DPIONEER
Stereo 134•cialists

•

,
Iffs
,
d Ur•

472,14;

'939, 161 011115
kov •
"
J udy G

• A uttiOnOrtrc -

•

CO

Dial-A-Service
(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for hartdi reference) _

Radio Cab Company

6 a.m. to Midnight

7 Days A Week

Free
Termite Inspection
Flies, RoacheS,
Silver Fish &Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control
too S. 13th St.
Murray,Ky.

Chimney Sweeping in the

lint old tradition

Poison
Control
Center

Quality Service
Company
' Heat Pump
SiderioIrsts

753-7588
I. -

Modern Sheet Metal
IL Service Departments

753-9290

irrA lula.liummIr

Murray Sewing ,
Cent
er
Rel-Ai
r. 753-5323
Ctr.
Mkti
d lfi0
A

Amos MerrN

Apprentice AuctIOneer

•

Police
753-1621

Phone 753-5351

fp•.140 If4I0044101
/
440/1440.10
AMP

kelt illOrriS, Realtors and Auctionefers
14011110,13VOW

314 LI

Sunset Boulevard. Music

753-3914

V1
,
400,

Heirs

001111911 Feller
AtIetiOntref

•pi

al•

OFF
REG.
PRICE

II

1

AMP./ . ,11 .t

ePnetr

rCom..

,TRYO1JR,üT,
- 1415 Main St. LAY-A-WAY PLAN -

-Phone
3-228

WE ACCEPT
VISA
MASTERCHARGE

.77o onmemo
this Touc
ry machine.

I ANNOUNCEMENTS made day"91 sale take Oirecede
nce ov r advertised
matter
'

ken Mardi
Bt of' & AUCIIINTIre r

sntued
§orManysecrigi

Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and other
- golf and tennis clothing

.
U rtrhbrrO'n

OWNERS J W Carr

Up to $1 0°° OFF.

41 Ziff =
Yi

Taxi Cab Service

Inn meet*

TERMS. 25 per cent down day of sate and balance
upon delivery of deed
wittirr;-TO days

Corvette Lanes

1Neyne Wilson 753 500
Tom Herndon 753-0974
Shirley Willard 7513043
'Alex Mcleod 753-1575
12th Street
753-3263

•

Pier 1 imports

Saturday, December 2 - 10 A.M.
(
Save $125"
.LOCATION, on Barkley Lake at
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: This parcel of Real Estate
has lots of water

208E. Main

808 Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

753-1441

I frontage and development potentials.

CO( I
A uctior
Al
Ph ,901 it,
South I

UNIQUE GIFTS FOR UNDER $10
UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS

--I

Donaldson Creek. Travel Hwy. MI to
Canton. Kentucky Take Hwy. 144S approximately I
miles. Watch for signs.

Ainley
Real

view in laic
Way Shores. Double lot, fight
inflation buy this home for
$10,800 Coll 753 3263.

Creative
Printers, Inc.

fire

I

Murray
Supply Co.

2 II frame, lake

ALSO

eme wpm SIN MN

164 ACRES MORE OR LESS

1

753

From China
*Rosewood 8 Brass Table
'
,Rosewood, Brass Table
•Rosewo.od, Brass 8
Jade Jewelry Boxes

RFTIR FFS DFLIGH-•
T . . . A delightful setting, 1 acre only 2
miles from lake, 2
bedroom mobile hone
plus, 2 bedroom furnished cottage, potential rental income.
Workshop, large garden,, straw berry patch, fruirtrees. grape
vineyear. Total Investn- ent Only $13,900.
Floyd Majors Real
Fstate, 105 N42,th.

FOR SALE

WOOD CHESTS
-ON-STAND-

43. REAL ESTATE

"Mr
WILSON

.
Sales & Service

MINT
CONDITION
3
Bedroom
in Kirksey
1.414 COI DWATFR RD
•area LiviVtoom, family .cortswenlynirts Eno too,orscernastsarertrairoIraerramPorsro ornarollfki
-room, large kitchen, 2 bath.
2 car
garage, outSlde
,,......•••••••••••
,
ore••••••••••
,
.....o••••
storage, storm cellar, new
brass pump for well and
more on 2 lovely landscaped
acres.
THE
NELSON
SHROAT CO. REALTORS,
759-1707.

em ine

TIME
FO
*MERCIAL.
corner of
Streets and
Wallis Groce
is an excelli
t
any retait
,
realisticaltfr
Phone us T
details.
REALTY,is:

Purdom
Insurance
souf h s,de

FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine
trees. Small
but
economical with energy'
saving -heat
Perfect for
young couple. See it today.
Call
753-1492, LORETTA '
JOBS REALTORS.

REALTORS •today at 753-'
1492.

kiln South Realtor

ONI ele

MCCAll
UnOCh
In Stock

Murray,

'Now

g NEW 1979

Pr
r.al Services
With Tim Friendly Tough"

LIKE BEING OUT? Enjoy
the tranquil beauty of these
wooded lots located in
Candlelite
Estates.. Build
the home of your dream
S Call and let us show one of
the beautiful lots. Call 753
1492,
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS.

43. REAL ESTATE

•

in

Introducing exciting new

•

B 3 for the
rental incc
520,500
1
SHROAT C
/59 1707 •

S,r,c
751

43. REAL ESTATE

LOG CABIN. Genuine log
cabin close to Ky. Lake
Year round living with lots of
space. Three bedrooms and
<arge fireplace in living
room, one acre lot. Priced to
sell
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753 1727. We are
members of Multiple Listing
Service

3 BEDR0(
near • town.

area of nice

Waldri

•
* Olympic Plaza, Murray 759-1636
**************************

fast Side SQvite

4

WWI =II INN

KIM Sold Sloe Sonic. Wow
Chows win Dyw-MoG4SlS
ContainsIMO WU 1109 Mel"'"S
Inori our orewoue modute so sun•
•ises so se mons

!PAUL WINSLOW'S

furches Jewelry

(wire Medi 1, Poetry ca. $0 Teen lape•Teme
Cob, thoes• Decant.. Service it Veers ineeneece
Open Mon.-Fn. 7 ti15. Sat 8-12
791S 4th, Mutray,Phase 753-0839
.Picture Frames nWall Covering Wustom
Coveruig
.Floor
Drapes
sBedspr?.ads

1
1

Me MIN

•Special Reliability

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

Black's Decorating Center I

43. REAL ESTATE

BOYD-MAJORS ail
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

10

% OFF

'As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
of the love you share. They are superbly sty'ed in
elegant 14 carat gold Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to 'please every possib:e last*
and
from classic to contemporary, to avant garde
to as,iire lashng pride and satisfaction

arrrrrnmar
11

'V

43 REAL El

k-istrAftwArepy*

THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE

Gal.

rge

BARGAIN
HUNTER'S
THE OUTCOME IS IN- DELIGHT. Would you fiketo
COME. Extra nice duplex live near the take or have a
apartment. Each side has 2 nice house irist to get away
bedrooms, living room, from it all? Take a look at
kitchen and bath. Modern this practically new two
kitchens have all built in
home in Baywood
appliances.
just bedroom
Located
Vista. It has a nice kitchen,
outside the city limits, so you living room, one bath
and a
only pay county taxes. A full'walkout basement with
beautiful way to be practical. Central
heat and air. Priced •
Priced al $41,500. Phone
to sell fast at only $21,500.
KOPPERUD REALTY. n3-'delay
US 10r/6yT
Dan'?
1222 for all your Real. Estate KOPPERUD'priode
REALTY, 753needs
1222

?..§." CONSOLE COLOR TV

99

_
4.3. REAL.ESTATE""

43. RSAL EtTATE

Woo iNLOVIILIP
lawIlawaneer

uasar

*

34. PETS-SUPPL1ES.
BOARDING
FOR
THE
Holidays
taking
Now
reservations, reasonable
rates and 24 hour super
vision
Hidden
valley
Kennels. 435 4441.
ENGLISH
'GENTLE
pleasure horse. Call 759-4688.
43. REAL ESTA'TE
50 ACRES FOR SALE, on
Johnny Robertson road This
.is
prime
development
rtv, lust listed Phone
PERUD REALTY, 753
'1222, tor ail your rea , estate '
steeds

*

•VIU4

•

'DERRY'S
REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
*Refinishing t Repairs
*Custom Built Furniture
'Antique Bross Hordwore
•( atom Built Kitchen
Cabinets

1 492-8837

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

153-6952

Hinman's
Rentals

Business 759-4878

Taber's
Body Shop

Haim, masa, awls, airwar,
palm sairtaartrets hell sad
she
• •

24 Hour Wrecker
Semce

753-5703

753-3134
753-6177

*802N lftth Street

Two I
eramic
fireplaci
uilt-ins
garage
Owne
110,000

CHIMNEY SWEEPS

7(

1301 Chestnut-Murray
.

Aummlisayr.4Y4146w

"0-.T..4014444--

C.
....4•14-

44.41
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leareart
TATE'

HUNTER•S
ould you Meet*
take or have a
ost to get away
Take a took at
ally new two
me in Bayveood
a nice kitchen,
one bath and a
basement with
and air. Priced
at only 521,500.

phone

US

43 -REAL ESTATE
$3. SERVICES OFFERED

t BEDROOM. 1
BATH,
eear • town Niceipeep lot in
al-ea of nice home's but zoned
B 3 for the future. Ideal for
rental income_ Priced at
THE
$20,500
NELSON
SHROAT CO REALTORS,
759 1707 -

today:

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR
IIll,iaii oft_

REALTY, 753-

KOPPERUD REALTY
GOES
NATIONAL

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for
Iris estimates for your
needs.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
installed
per
your
specifications. Cell Seers
753-2310 for free estimates.

Bag & Beads
IS BIGGER
AND BETTER!!!

INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759.1820 after
5 pm. Call 1.247 8986 collect.
INSULATION BLOWN fte by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753.2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELEOTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
. plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White,753-0605

753-0101-753-7531

Waldrop Realty
In Business
Since 795E.

753-5646
C 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc

COMTIME
A
FOR
MERCIAL Located at the
corner of 3rd and
Streets and known as the
Waltis Grocery Building, this
is an excellent location for
any retaitebusiness. Priced
realisticalte- at only $22,500.
Phone us today for more
details.
KOPPE R ti•D
REALTY,753-1222.

Between Belly th

onto, iew

14 K Gold Serpentine Chains

Li Make It An
1 Christmas

T-ZOD„ i

SoL,rhsicle Cour+ Squoi-e

Murray, Kentucky

Ainley Auction &
Realty Sales

52714813
753 9625
CARROLL COPS BROKER

South 12th

at Syr.amor•

rt

TELEPHONE 753-1851

Zig

Need .a business
building near the
University? Located
just North of Five
Points we have the
Coldwater
Blues
building and lot listed
at $211,000.00. Building
is in excellent shape
with four separate
rooms, central gas
heat and central electric air. You must see
the inside to appreciate.
SMITH- CORONA

v: The

Perfect gift for

ri student

i
1rL

true, a two
bedroom house at 412 N 5th
for only $9950 Good lot and
good location. Could be two
rent 1 units. Call C.O. Bondurant Realty 753-9954 or 753:
3460.
-..-

than perfect

•Portable Typewriters •Attache Cases
'Pen Sets •Desk Accessories

%

M Many gift items for that "Special" boss
'tor secretary on your Christmas List!

ww sod WV WV WWWWWWW11 VW NW NV bralbn•

YOUR SOMEDAY HOME
can be yours today with this
choice listing in Canterbury
Estates. Outstanding four
bedroom home with den,
Master bedroom with adjoining
private
dressing
room and walk-in closet. You
are sure to reach the goal of
pleasant, comfortable living
with this lovely French
!Provincial home. Priced in
the 160's. We at KOPPERUD
are
REALTY, 753 1222
• working hard to provide the
best possible Real Estate
service tor you -

G Nurkinglyint ilay,Eth.
11

Dixieland Center

Today

_R RR RR RR IRR RR RR RR 11.0104.11RAIRR RR RAIRROU;

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
eramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitcherr with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment aboVe:
Owner has Other interest. Price
110,000.

1_
I
3
3

FOR SALE New 3 BR brick.
Central heat and air, carpeted. 5 mites west of
Murray. Can move now Call489;2110.

Looks drives brand now,
leer miles, loaded with extras, comfort supreme. still
in warranty. Will sell or
trade ea. MOO

PARKER
FORD

Laidetaielaawahae-Itiale9NeelheathawahefaMwethewakevAidhmiewaheattiawchA

CHILD
KEPT IN MY
HOME. 2 to 4 years old, full
time. Call 753-8262.
DO YOU
need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the _ground, leaving
only sawdu3t and chips. Call
for free estimate% Steve Shaw
753.9490 or Bob Kemp, 4354343.
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm.
DOES
YOUR
SEWING
machine need service. If so,
call 354-6521.
GLASS WORK.. Auto glass,
storm windows and doors-repaired. Complete fine Of
glass and .aluminum store
front work. Also small home
inprovement jobs._ M 8, G
Complete Glass, 816 Coldwater Rd. 753-0160.

Your Volume Dealer
753-5273

1972 CADILLAC SEDAN
DEVILLE. Loaded with
equipment, steel belted
radial tires, a real good car,
room, split level entry.
Carpet throughout, well $1350. Call 1-354.6217.
Andersen
with
insulated
1976
CAMERO
V-8
windows, brick and. wood. automatic, air. 759-45444
Approximately 16 acres,
aftera pm.
miles north of Murray Nice
1975
CONTINENTAL 4Quiet area. Widow leaving
DOOR, one owner, Kentucky,
state. Ca11753-2810
car, extra. clean, gdld and
white. Cali 136-2427.
1977 FIAT X 1.9, one owher.
25 30 mpg Can be seen at
'B&B brokers on South 12th.
753-4389.

FOR SALE B.Y OWNER. 3
' BR, 2 bath, large family

NICE 2 BEDROOM house,
large living room, kitchen,
bath, garage with storage.
753-2770.

Rain a Shine

LOCATION: % mile north of Mayfield, Ky., just east of Highway 45.
50 ACRE FARM IN 17 TRACTS .
MOBILE HOMES TRUCKS &CARS FARM MACHINERY'- MISCELLANE_OZ

Murray.
Catsup Inc'.

the green door
Chestnut Stri-et

Dixieland Center

604 South 17th Street
Phone 15021 753.7114
Murray, Kentucky 42021

Open Mon.-Sat. 10-S

*Beautiful Pillows
eMonogra-rned Soap
•Monogramed Fingertip Tots Is
•Placemants & Napkins
*72" Round Tablecloths
*Ayanti &Fleldcrest Towels
*Martex Sheets

1973 HONDA, -automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 7536531 or 759-1155.
1974 MUSTANG. II. Like new
condition, $1300, 1803 College
Farm Road.
1972 PLYMOUTH FURY III.
Good condition. Power and
Pinto.
air. . $695. 1974
Automatic, $895. 489-2595.
VERY'RARE 1956 Chevrolet
Sedan Delivery, rough but
originaltCall 753-7365. • •

This ideally Waded farm lays level and is all Clear and
No: 17.
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TRACTS 1-5: All these tracts are approximately 121:1s.5001 and contain approximately 13 acres Theyir-ont on Southside
Ortve'Ind have gas, water and electricity in front of lots.
MACE I Ti These tracts are approximately 130.250' and 150.1250' They front on Southside Dile, and gas, water.
and electray are available
TRACTS I I 11: These tracts are approximately 130 x250'.. and 150)i254:1. and front on -Burnett Drive Electricity is
,
available. with gas and water nearby
TRACTS III II: These tracts are approximately 1504250 and front on Burnett Drive. Electricity is available. with gas
and water nearby

1979 MODELS ARRIVING,
come out and take a look.
White's Camper Sales, your
Starcraft dealer,
local
Complete line of parts and
accessories Non-toxic an
---iffreeze 53.99 per vet.
--Sweated 4 miles from Murray
0n94 East.--Call 753-0605.
WINCAMPER
NEED
.TERIZED? Call Whites
Camper Sales, east 94 hwy
Arlyeray. Ky. 753 0605
52. BOATS & MOTORS
16 FT JON BOAT, 40 hp
removable
with
Johnson
duck blind,$800 or best offer
Call 767.2355.
9 inch ... 2.50

tillable, with the exception of a few acres on Tract

THIS FARM WILL BE SD IN TRACTS AND TAEN OFFERED IN VARIOUS

BINATIONS.

TRACTS 11 13.Thesetracts are approximately I50x260' and front on Rosemont Drive Gas_ water,. end electricity are
available
RAO le This tract is approximately 400'.150'. and contains approximately 68 acres This tract fronts Due East D,tive
and hisses, water and electricity nearby.
MAO 15: Thistract is approximately 226'1E750' and contains approximately 36 acres It fronts Due East Dove a.rid has

1971 CHEVROLET pickup,
307 engine, straight shift,
good condition, $1250. Call
474-2355.
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM
Deluxe Pick-Up. Extra good.
Power and air. AM-FM, tape
player. $2450, Call 489-2595.
1964 FORD PICK UP, $450
Call 753 8056
1965 INTERNATIONAL 2 ton
truck, flat dump. Call 436-

46. HOMES FOR SALE

mtles north on ?they 641 - Call
474-2337 or 474 2323

SPECIAL
'78 COUGAR XR1

3

LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
with septic system. Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
KentuCky Lake, 142.50 per
month with $1,000 down Call
502-474-2718.
LOTS FOR SALE! 6 miles
West of Murray. Cell 4892110:
LOT FOR SALE,. Zoned for
duplex. Call 753 8067 after $
pm.
TWO EXZELLENT lots in
_Keniana subdivision, on
road.Community
blacktop
water $3,000
$3,400.
DONALD
TUCKER
502 Maple,.
REALTOR
Murray. 753-4342,
45. FARMS FOR SALE
FARMLAND- 110 Acres, 100
, tillable, 9 miles west of
Murray. Call 489-2110.
BRICK 3 BEDROOM,1 bath,
all new storms and carport.
C011ege Farm Road. Call 751
7909.
316
-E-DROOM, nice location,
chain link fence, good neigh
bors. This would make a nice
retirement home 'or for
couples just starting out.
Miller Real Estate 753 5064
or 753 8298. Call about this
one!
COHSTR-UCYToN. 3, 3 BR
houses. You buy and finish or
will finish to suit buyer. Cal!
489 2110.
COMPLETELY
REMODELEDr Z bedroom
home.'now being Offered for

1969 BUICK LESABRE good
condition, $400 or best offer
Call 527-32057

;
1

44. LOTS FOR SALE

-

REDUCED
ANOTHER
51000. 2 bedroom, white
frame house in good location.
All appliances and draperies
go with house. Call 753-9924
after 3:30 pm.
47. MOTORCYCLES
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new
tires and
battery, good
" mechanical condition. Call
492.8102,

1
1

:
a

901 Sycamore 753-7724
Guy Speen 753-2587
T.C. Colt,753-5122
Louise Mir 753-2409
Prentice Dann 7515725

53. SERVICES OFFERED

i
)

Free Parking

Twin Lakes

Guy-Spann
"Realty

NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- $25-rick. Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PIANO TUNING and repair
Call Joe Jackson at-Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753
1149 after 6pm. excellent
ROOFING,
referen'ces.
Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:307pm.00,„
ask for Shelley. '
SMALL DOZER-Spreading,
leveling, back filling. Cali
753-7370,

Picture your home in our magazine its a best seller.'

1
.I

Milluase
'UNUSUAL BUT

(1
3
1
I
I
1

V-Neck Sweaters
Cardigan Sweaters
Golf Jackets
Golf Shirts
Rain Suits
Warm-Up Suits
Hooded Jackets
Corduroy Slacks
Belts
Socks
Velour Shirts

753-4451

cot. PROW MUT
Auctioneer Realtor.
Appraiser
Ph 19011479-2906 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn.

CARPET
LEE'S
CLEANING, ,ibra-back,
cleaning,
dry
steam
references. •• Reasonable
rates, free estimates. Call
753-5822
NEED TREES cut? Landat
Tee*- Service. -CON Geeege
Landon,'53-8170.
NEED FIRE WOOD? Call

"AND NOW FOR THE LATE ST U.S.
'
FOOD PRICE FORECAST,
.;
,
i .......v...........................................,,..1
,
3
a3
3
3

1

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

$3. SERVICES OFFERED

r

gas, wafer,and electricity nearby,

RACE 14 This tract is approximately 300'il50•,_containing approximately 51 acres This tract fronts on Due East Drive
with gas. water, and electricity nearby.

NS EARN Wit It SOU111111ACTS. AND MI OFFERED IN VARIOUS CORONATIONS

.4
MOIRE HOSES 1973 Shot 14- x60'. 2
tedroom, in excellent condition
- Tract No 10. 1911 12.60' 3 bedroom
in good condition Presently set
will be sold separately and then each
will

1

-

1

53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son.
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1.
395 4967'or 1162-4895.
CARPET CLEANING, at 1.
reasonable -rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489 2774.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
• caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
- the Chimney experts Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps 759
4878.
_
CAN'T GET those small'jobs
the
.house or mobile
atounct
home done"' 'Carpentry,
1sg, pa los,
num
small Concrete jobs, -call 4362562 after 5 pm

.

RAU IT This trod, containing approumately 19 acres, lies immediately east of and adiacent.to the Illinois Central
Railroad track and is approximately 960'1(850' This tract is coropletety separate from the above tracts and would be 47
ideal small industry Of business location requiring a railroad siding

This home is presently setaireattlocated on
up and located on Tract No 13
be offered as a combination with the respective Jot on which it These homes
is located
IWO II CARS:: i 975 Chevrolet flii ton a wheel drive in
excellent condition, 1914 Chevrolet oirtsup 1970 Chevrolet
pick-op with short wheel base and
topper 1974 Custom 500 Ford, 1973 Maverick.
135 ft flatbed grain bed 12 ft flat bed dump
.
John
latnhdcpa lbowair duals blower and Turbo-Charger 100 hours. John Deere model MT
itobe
lACcco heti9
tp76w4it4h3t0u
or
De.edric,
es w
IWLI 10111PORIff: 2111 John Deere manual-held disc, 19 ft leaute hydrautic fold disc 6-16 John
Deere semi-mount
pipes, 6 tow cultivakir• 4 row 494 John Deere corn drill,
Walsh 700 gallon low pull type sprayer like new 2 row
tobacco setti11.1Ohn beer, 7 ft mower; 25 ft cultimulther 5-16 John Deere
ulow
semi-mte
1111AllEiS I WAGONS: 2211 dual-axle flat beo trailer It!! stothealler 4 wheel harm wagon
NIUE/MORS: Electric welder_ toot box, set of tools gasoline power plant electric grinder 2 hydraulic rams garden
tractor,
omono
1 lot tp
orlowl
bacco scaffolds tin! tobacco sticks 6 hoe feeders, electric motors and tans
Ian Real Nab )0% dare day it sale, lame ea delivery of deal MAW 60
CC
EASON FOR SR11106. Mr Nelms mewed a Wart abed In part tee' and retrain I C haellt thwelert be west
iscielliis
be farrows moralise aid also his esed Cl basivess.
OWNERS Mr I Mrs larintoce Helots

e. GES&Iton
Real Estate 8. Auction Co.
247 1385
-

tIftriesIt ityleir-lventraers rove were

MINK -111111111111t.

=1/11111M.

•
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PHONES
RE GREAT OF
:0••
4edig°
El

OWNING YOUR OWN PHONE
IS SMART AND PRACTICAL
Why pay costly phone rental when
you can own one for less) $1 50
monthly rent for an extra phone
costs you $270 over 15 years.
That's more than enough to buy 4
or 5 phones. Our phones are legal
per new FCC rules and ready to plug
into standard jacks.

O fb

«
Tftft-D M1SCHIff — The raccoon is one of many forms ot wildlife that enrich the
Okefenokee Swamp of southeastern Georgia, an ancient and primitive wilderness
which is tlee subject of photojournalist Dennis Holt's Audubon Wildlife Film entitled
"Okefenokee; lanchof Trembling Earth." An excellent climber and swimmer, the raccoon, as many suburbanites with garbage cans well know,is omnivorous, yet is said to
have a preference for aquatic life, small mammals, nuts, and fruit. Holt will be at
Murray State University on Wednesday evening, Nov. 29, to make his presentation at 7
p.m. in the Student Center auditorium.

Photojournalist Dennis Holt
will present a film and lecture
entitled "Okefenokee, Land of
Trembling Earth"'at Murray
State University on Wednesday evening, Nov. 29, as
the second of five programs to
be presented by the National
Audubon Society during the
year.
Scheduled at 7 p.m. in the
Student Center auditorium,
the lecture-film sponsored by
the Department of Biological
Sciences is open to the public
at no admission charge.
_ A full length color motion
picture (approximately 90
Audubon
minutes). the
Wildlife Film focuses on the
in
Swamp
Okefenokee
southeastern Georgia, the
largest and most primitive
swamp in the United States.
Unusual forms of both
animal and plant life abound
in the vast peat bog which has
designated
a .national
recreation area in 1937. Once a
part of the ocean, the
Okefenokee Swamp is now
more than 100 feet above sea
vel.
—
• ) totyliowealf
'the.swamp Okefenokee, "the
place of the trembling earth,"
-hec-atute the marshy land
seems to quake uoderfoot.
What appears _ to be solid
'ground is actually a collection
of floating peat islands anby only roots and

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebsallarics elet bats. aot
recite/NI *air hapaw-alallvero•
capy of lla• *arm Laikpar
Times by 5:30 pm.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. am Seer
753-1916
days ere arpail le
between 5:30 p.m. add 6 p.m.,
Ileedey-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
and 4 p.m. %dwarfs, t• awn
*ivory ef tba WINIMPRIMS. Uhl
mart b• pieced by 6 p.m.
weaker/1 it 4 p.m. Setwileys
t• goarartati delivery.

vegetation.
'0
Okefenokee has a prolific
variety of plant life, with more
than 300 varieties of flowering
shrubs alone. The beauty of
the shrubs Is complemented
by that of the moss-draped
cypress trees which give the
ancient wilderness an air of
mystery.
The 'mood is considerably
enhanced by the presence and
the bellows of alligators.
Many species of brilliantlyplumed birds also make the
swamp their habitat. It is one
of the tos•ramaining breeding
grounds of the Florida sandhill crane
Once threatened by human
exploitation, the Okefenokee
Swamp was given further
protection in 1975 through the
Eastern Wilderness bill. That
legislation
signed
by
President Ford designated 83
percent of the 412,000-acre
01tefenokee as a protected
514-ea.

Holt, who works for The

41111),.&

There's
residents 1
the "Big A
searching
stopped a
do you-get
Yorker's
tice, pract
That is e

Ittgrr

SLIM-LINE FONE
ROTARY DIAL «Mr

00=

499

SLIM-FONE'
An Attractive
Space-Saver

Audubon Series At Murray State
To Feature Photojournalist Holt

ii

All phones are FCC registered and come with
modular plugs and 7' base cords Customer
owned phones may be subject to standard
line charges All answering systems include
modular plugs.

?...tstrfrirrat

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

Reg.
59"

•

Sleek, contemporary design —a decorative touch for
anywhere! Convenient handset dial and re-call button.
6' coiled cord White, 43-305 Harvest Gold, 43-306

Birmingham Post Herald, the
daily
morning
largest
newspaper in Alabama,
became an avid and studious
nature enthusiast when he was
assigned to do a photographic
study of the destruction of
hardwood and flowering
shrubs by herbicides and
bulldozers and the effects of
that destruction on wildlife
and insects.
His work won him the Sigma
Delta Chi Excellence in
Journalism Award, which he
has since won twice more.
Holt has also been named
twice as Photographer of the
Year by the Fire Fighters
Association and has done
assignments for UPI, AP,
Time-Life, Newsweek, and
other publications.
worked
He
as
a
cinematographer with Walter
Coxe, noted outdocrsman and
naturalist, on the Audubon
Wildlife Film entitled "The
Forest,
Bankhead
An
Alabama Adventure."
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"Citizen Kane," the 1941
classic
film
American
directed by Orson Welles, will
be shown twice at Murray
State University on Tuesday,
Nov. 28, as the second
program of the International
Film Festival.
Both showings will be in the
aiditorium of the Student
Center — the first at 1:30 p.m.
and the second at 7 p.m. The
first will be a showing of the
film only, while the second
will include an introduction
and a panel discussion
following the film.
The film is the second of a•
series of eight to be presented
at no charge during 1978-79 as
a community service. lbe•

"Monday and Tuesday"

Landlubber Specials
SUPER DEL fCIOUS

49
3
Sirloin Steak $
* SOUTHERN

Fried Chicken $199
•EVERYDAY SEVEN SEAS FEATURES
(tilitni

Menu

Fish Fillet tinder b years
Fish Fillet e —10 years

Free
--

99

Fried Chldcen 10 years 8 under ....99
Hushpuppies, French Fries 8 Slaw
Salad Bar — .50 with meet

W. Welcoble The Opporruptty Ic .0arriontrrofta our tOrvICIP
orid hosprot,ty

Open 4P.M. Each Day

Seven Seas
Restaurant

International Film Festival is
funded in part by a grant
awarded by the Kentucky
Humanities Council to two
faculty members — Helen
Roulston, assistant professor
of English, and Dr. William
Fletcher, assistant professor
of foreign languages.
Each film in the festival
schedule originated in a different country and deals with
social, political, and-or family
issues.
Dr:
Kent
Forrester,
associate
professor
of
English, will introduce
"Citizen Kane" and moderate
the panel discussion following
the film. Other panelists are
Dr. David Roos, minister of
the First Christian Church in
Murray, and Mrs. Ernestine
Bucy,former English teacher
at Murray High School who
lived in Englancl7ft
several years with her
husband, an Air Force major.
Both the introduction and
,the panel discussion, according to Forrester, will
focus on the deteriorating
relationships, brought on by
-Kane's monotnania, between
Kane and his wife and Kane
and his friends.
"Emphasis will also be
given to the debilitating effect
on Kane's personality as he
acquires more and more
power," Forrester said.
"Finally, because 'Citizen

PHONE PLUGS/JACKS FOR EVERY USE
Cor-d Adapter.
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-* Wall Plate
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277-007
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Phone Jack
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Duplex Jack.
279-357

Modular Jack
279-353

595

18' Handset Cord
279-361

Quick-Plug
279-354
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279-364
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Quick-Connect
Jack. 279-355
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Plug Adapter.
279-365
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69s
69s
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Jack-In-A-Plug.
279-369
Dual-Jack-In-APlUg. '279-370 229
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Cord. 279-1260 2'9
.199
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Cord. 279-1261 a
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259
-279-1507

Quick Disconnect Jack
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GIVE A PERSONAL PHONE ANSWERING SYSTEM OR AMPLIFIER
COMPLETE PHONE ANSWERING SYSTEM*

REMOTE CONTROL ANSWERING SYSTEM

DUOFONE' TAD-15
by Radio Shack
.

DUOFONE TAD-20 by Radio Shack

9995
A Full-Time
Message
Center

2495

PHONE RECORD CONTROL'
Plug into cassette
recorder tape all
calls 43-236

Battery-powered system answers up to 20 calls With
3
baits 43-254

•Not for party or multi line

299
'

When phone rings, tap answer
bar. Phone stays on hook, you
listen/talk With batts 43-276*
SMART SANTA S SHOP EARLY
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CRADLE-STYLE PHONE AMPLIFIER
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by Realistic.
Place phone handset in cradle,
automatically amplify incoming
calls 43-230

1595"

TELEPHONE LISTENER

895

MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS TIL CHRISTMAS,

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky. ,

inside

59

Greet callers with one
of 2 recorded message&
Takes up to 30 incoming
calls. DC-powered. Inc. 3
batts. 43-256

DUOFONE
by Radio Shack

••

159
95
Beeper plays back ealls
another phone. AC powered. 43-257

6aii, \
Aomt ANSWERING SYSTEM PHONE
9C DUOFONE TAD-10
a by Radio Shack

ONE-PIECE PHONE AMPLIFIER SYSTEM`

Kane' is important in Its innovative use of cinematic
techniques, the speaker and
panelists will explore how
they are used to enhance the
themes of the film."
,... The Academy Awardwinning film stars Welles,
Joseph Cotten, Dorothy
Comingore, and
Agnes
Moorehead. It is a portrait of
,an incredibly powerful and
wealthy persOnality and the.
teetegieworrt-te-harr-life, "rosebud."
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